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Student robbed on campus, 5 arrested 
By Beth Roundy 
Five Ithaca residents have been 
arrested in connection with the rob-
bery of an Ithaca College student 
on Sunday, Sept. 9. 
The incident occured around 
10:30p.m. asafemalestudent, who 
was not .identified by Ithaca Col-
lege officials, was walking along 
the roadway leading to L lot near 
the Ten-aces, according to the Ithaca 
College Public Information 
office. 
According to a college press re-
lease, d1e woman was approached 
from behind by a man. After a 
struggle he took her purse, which 
contained cash and checks, then 
fled in a vehicle with at least four 
other people. 
The woman was treated for mi-
nor bruises at the Ithaca College 
Health Center. 
niet'ivesuspects,noneofwhom 
are sfudents, were arraigned on 
TIJC$y, SepL 18, before.Town of 
Ithaca Justice Merton Wallenbeck. 
They are charged with second-de-
gree robbery. a class "C" felony, 
the press release said. 
The five suspects are: Veronica 
Breem, 18, of 804 W. Seneca St.; 
VietoP.Mack, 17,of804 W.Seneca 
St.; Mansfield Armstead, 19,of804 
W. Seneca St.; Gregory L. Jackson, 
18. of 318 W. State St; and a 15-
year-old juvenile whose name was 
not released. 
All five were being held 
~ ~- Ithacan/Jodi Coleton 
Among the students participating In the homeless sleepout last week were David Rosen, Ken 
Fischman and Pete Todd. · 
Homeless sleepout helps raise 
·money, food and awareness 
By Robert Martinez 
Without a bed. Withoutaroof. 
Without food. Where would you 
be? Question: If you were home-
less where would you sleep? 
Answer: The Campus Center 
Quad, where the Community 
Service Network sponsored the 
"Homeless Sleepout" on 
Wednesday, Sept 12. 
The Sleepout took place be- -
tween 8 p.m. and 8 a.m. It in-
cluded guest speakers as well as 
activities for those who turned 
out The main purpose of the 
event was to raise money for 
Ithaca's homeless. 
Anyone participating in the 
Sleepout was asked to get a spon-
sor who would donate on their 
behalf. Food and clothing were 
accepted along with money do-
nations. At the time of the event, 
about $600 had been collected. 
Molly Surden, one of the coor-
dinators of the Sleepout said that 
she hopes. "we could raise any-
where from $1000 to $1500." 
Surden stated that over 100 
people had signed up to sleep out . 
By 9 p.m. about 40-50 people 
turned out. According to Surden 
it was still an, "incredible turn-
out.," and that, •1his was beyond 
our wildest dreams." 
Surgen, along with Lisa 
Kaplan, Stacey Tolchinsky and 
Judy Raper are pan of H.E.L.P. 
(HomesforEveryLivingPerson). 
During this past summer, they 
came up with the idea and planned 
for the SleepouL "The Sleepout 
came through the Community 
Service Network, and we have 
had full support from everyone," 
Surgen said. The Community 
Service Network is a division of 
Student Government 
Another purpose of the 
Sleepout, according to Kaplan, 
was to, "understand and experi-
ence what it was like to be 
homeless." She went on to say 
that, "we still have a bed to go to 
tomorrow night." Many of the 
students participating 
shared the same sentiment. 
"There is no way that sleeping 
out here one night can make us 
understand the problem," one 
student said. Another student, 
Katherine Berg said, "It helps us 
to sleep outside and get to know 
what they [the homeless] go 
through every night" Some stu-
dents felt that although the 
Sleepout could not change much, 
it did help to become more aware 
of the homeless problem in our 
society. Another student, Elana 
Stanger, said, "A lot of us take for 
granted that we have a place to 
sleep at night, and that we have 
food and clothing." 
Throughout the evening guest 
speakers were invited to discuss 
the homeless problem in Ithaca. 
Juanita Cobler, from the Ithaca 
Red Cross, spoke about the fasteSt 
growing homeless group, adoles-
cents and teenagers ... We are see-
ing this problem grow as more and 
more children are turning up at the 
Ithaca shelters," she said. Many 
of the children are made homeless 
for a variety of reasons. Many 
come from alcoholic families, are 
sexually abused, runaways, or are 
throwaways, according to Cobler. 
"These kids are generally kind-
hearted, but still their situation 
causes them to lie and steal," and 
they, "need.role models,especially 
college age kids," she said. 
Those wanting to volunteer 
See "Slee out,' a e 6 
Wednesday in Tompkins County 
Jail. 
According to Norm Wall, assis-
tant director of the Ithaca College 
Office of Campus Safety, the ar-
rests were aided by students who 
witnessed theincidentand provided 
information to investigators. 
The arrests were made following 
an investigation by the Ithaca 
College Office of Campus Safety, 
Cornell University Public Safety, 
the Ithaca Police Department, the 
r- -
I 
Tompkins County Sherifrs De-
parnnentand the Tompkins County 
district attorney's office. 
Dave Maley, IC manager of 
public information, said the rob-
bery was the first incident of its 
kind to occur on campus in several 
years. 
A similar incident occured on 
the Comell pniversity campus ap-
proximately 45 minutes prior to the 
IC robbery, according to the press 
release. 
Students get warning 
of city crackdown 
on parties, alcohol 
By Joe Porletto 
and Amy K weskin 
Ithaca College students received 
18 of the 21 citations issued last 
weekend as police broke up several 
local parties in response to com-
plaints from city residents. 
Inlightoftheincreasingnumber 
of arrests of IC students at local 
parties the college is mailing letters 
to all students today, warning them 
of the city's crackdown on disrup-
tive parties and state alcohol law 
violations. 
John B. Oblak, Vice President for 
Student Affairs and Campus Life, 
along with several other IC ad-
ministrators, met with Chief Harlin 
McEwen of the Ithaca City Police 
Department to discuss what has 
transpired over the past two week-
ends. 
Oblak wrote the letter in response 
to an observation by Chief McEwen 
on the increased numberofincidents 
this year. 
Oblaksaidthatthesepartieshave 
been a problem for several years 
but have shown a noticeable in-
crease this year. Oblak speculated 
that the increased number of parties 
is related to the tighter control of 
student identification cards in local 
bars: 
Oblak said the police will charge 
the hosts of parties with providing 
alcohol to underage individuals if 
all people present cannot prove that 
they are of age. Police will also take 
legal action against hosts of parties 
who collect money in return for 
alcohol. 
Police have been cracking down 
on local parties, some of which 
have been estimated to have up to 
300 people presenL 
Al some parties, entire sections 
of streets have been blocked, Oblak 
says in the letter to students. 
Annoyed residents have been 
complaining to police about the 
large disruptive groups of students 
walking to these parties carrying· 
open containers of alcohol. 
In January New York state law 
concerning open containers was 
strengthened allowing for more ar-
rests in those situations. 
Oblak said that the college won't 
take judiciary action against any of 
the students cited last weekend, but 
he urges IC students to act in a 
"reasonable, civilized" manner in 
order to avoid future confrontations 
with the police. 
Those students who were cited 
face possible fines or community 
service. 
Rodent racing gets 
green flag at local barr 
By Kristen Sturner 
Over the past few months gerbil 
racing hac; been gaining popularity 
at the Bomb Shelter. 
BombShelterowner Rich Smith 
got the idea from "Good Morning 
America" when the show did a story 
on gerbil racing. Smith felt that the 
idea sounded interesting and fun, 
so he decided to try it. 
Now, every Friday at 5 p.m., 
Jamie Roco, local "Rodentvelt 
Raceway" franchise owner, brings 
gerbil racing to the Bomb Shelter. 
The gerbil races stan with the lin-
ing up of the gerbils. Then trumpets 
blare, and Roco starts the races. 
Here'showtheraceswork: eight 
horizontal lanes are set up with one 
gerbil in each lane. There is a 
countdown, after which the gerbils 
arc released from their starting po-
sitions. Then the gerbils run the 
race down the eight separate lanes. 
For those who arc concerned 
with animal cruelty, Smith claims 
that there is no reason to be upset. 
"Rodentvelt Raceway" has been 
approved by the Ithaca branch of 
the Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals (SPCA). 
According to Valerie Salemo, 
spokesperson for the SPCA, the 
SPCA has visited the "Rodentvelt 
Raceway" for over one year (at 
other bars). "The animals are fine, 
he takes care of them-it's just a 
See "Gerbil," Page 2 
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matta of tasl .. " Salemo said. 
Salemo also said that ..... he can 
do it legally. He is not in violation 
"The animals are fine, 
he takes care of them -
it's just a matter of 
taste," 
By Jodi Coleton 
Ouestion:What are your reactions to the homeless s1eepout 
-
of any laws. .. " --Valerie Salemo, 
To attract people to the races SPCA spokesperson 
sponsored by the community service network? there are prizes awarded for those 
who participate. Before the races liquor. The third prize is a t-shin. 
start everyone participating com- GrandprizesincludeatriptoAorida 
pletes an "official betting form." and one thousand dollars. 
Morgan Gebhards 
Psychology '92 
The situation of homelessness 
makes me sad and I wonder why 
we don't use our resources and 
potentials to make it better. 
Homecoming 
schedule 
Saturday, 
Sept. 22 
Bomber Barbecue 
10:15 am.-1:15 am. 
Located in F lot, adjacent to 
Smiddy Hall. $8 per adult, $5 
per child five -12 and kids 
under five eat free. In case of 
rain, barbecue will be held in 
the Hill Center 
Women's Soccer 
v.s. Keuka College 
11 am. 
Located at the Terrace Fields, 
no charge. 
Men's Soccer 
v.s. AHred College 
Noon 
located at the Terrace ·Fields, 
no charge. 
Football 
v.s. AHred College 
1:30 p.m. 
Located at the South Hill 
Field. Tickets are $3 for 
adults, $1 for children and for 
college and high school 
students with ID. 
Welcome back to 
Ithaca reception 
4:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m. 
Located in the Pub/Coffee-
house, Phillips Hall. Cash bar 
available. 
Sports Hall of fame 
banquet 
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
located in the Emerson 
Suites, Phillips Hall. $20 per 
person. 
Sunda\!z 
Sept. 2~ 
Jazz it up in Hhaca 
brunch 
11 a.m. -1 p.m. 
Located in the Emerson 
Suites, Phillips Hall. $9 per 
-adult, $6 per child five- 12. 
Ithaca Bomber 
alumni wrestling 
Match 
1 p.m. 
Located in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium, Hill Center. No 
charge. 
David Rosen 
Speech Comm. '92 
The event was a good idea and there 
was a good turn out Everyone was 
affected by the experience. 
Molly Surden 
Politics '91 
Sleepout Program Coordinator 
The people who participated 
were interested in the problemJt 
made us all realize how fortunate 
we are for what we have. 
A World 
Class 
The object is to pick. the top three Daegan Gray, manager of the 
winners., by lane number, for each Bomb Shelter, says the gerbil rac-
race. Each night there are three ing is a big hit in Syracuse and 
pm.es awarded. The prizes are hopes the craze will soon catch on 
awarded on a point system. in Ithaca He sees gerbil racing as a 
The first prize is a dinner for . positive, fun way to have a good 
two. Thesecondprizeisabouleof time. 
Correction 
In the Sepl 13 issue of The Ithacan, Shawn Hams' name was 
misspelled. 
Clarification 
The elecion results listed in the Sept 13 issue of The Ithacan 
were for Residence Hall Association, as well as Student Congress. 
A headline on a list of new student representatives was unclear. 
Experience 
Ithaca College 
LONDON CENTER 
Study abroad opportunities include: 
Cour~w~rk in British ~~d European 
studies _in arts, humanities, social, 
sciences, business and 
communications. 
Internships available to qualified 
students in communications 
economics, international business 
politics, social services and ' 
theater arts. 
Excursions to various sites and 
cities, visits to theaters, museums, 
galleries and other British institutions 
are an integral part 9f the 
curriculum. 
Special theater program available 
Spring semester. 
Come and le~rn more at an information session 
in the Campus Center 
North Meeting Ro~m 
Monday, September 24 
5:30-7:00PM 
Sponsored by the 
Office of International Programs 
214 Muller Center 
274-3306 
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Changes at Hud_son Heights Apartments 
Renovations 
greet some 
students . 0 .. 
By Remlee M. Crowe 
The idea of renovating the 
Hudson Heights apartments came 
up at a lease renewal meeting be-
tween Ithaca College Residential 
Life officials and the owner of the 
apartments, Roger Dennis. Con-
cern about the upkeep of the apart-
ments was voiced by school offi-
cials. 
It was felt that the condition of 
the apartments was one of the fac-
tors that contributed to declining 
student interest in wanting to live 
there. Alternative housing was be-
ing considered before the school 
renewed the lease. 
Roger Dennis agreed to make 
suggestions about renovations in 
the apartments in order to continue 
!C's lease renewal. The model, 
apartment 1-2, was finished at the 
end of February, before room lot-
tery was held. 
IC then agreed to renew the 
lease if Dennis would make the 
renovations according to the model. 
Cenlwttlhoca tthoco277...,766 
Dody 10-ll. n, •Fn 10-9 
Sat 1G-6. Sun 12 5 
Mortel• C4tdof Sh. com.,o 916-3577 
Oa&1y10-6 fh ,0-a.'Sat 10-5.S&Jn '12 ... 
45 Minute FREE PARKING 
,n !ho Cenler Uhoca IOI w,lh your purchme 
al Sounds Fine. wo·u valldato you, tlcicoll l;,~~::=~::i,~~=:=~~ a. 
can P<Ht for FREEi 
Ithacan I Sharon Perks 
A renovated room at Hudson Heights. 
It was also agreed that buildings 1- livery interfered with this. 
4 would be renovated over the sum- Armed with what is called a 
merandthatbuildings5and6could "punch list," Michael will be 
wait until next summer. checking to make sure that the car-
Tim Michael, Assisstant Dircc- peting and flooring has been re-
tor of Residential Life for Opera- placed, the walls have been cor-
tions, will be conducting a routine rcctedandpainted,closctshavebeen 
review of the apartments, probably fitted with doors, and that the bath-
within the next two weeks, in order rooms have been improved. 
to make sure all of the apartments He will also be looking for in-
have been completed to contract creased insulation in walls and ceil-
specifications. Thiswouldnonnally ings due to noise complaints. He 
have been done before students ar- will also inspect new furniture and 
rived, but the delay of furniture de- kitchCJ! appl?fices. ___ _ 
' SONY Jvc· SONY 
,--- ,YIALKMAN DUAL CASSETTE DUAL CASSETTE COMPACT \ \ - PORTABLE DISC PORTABLE 
- -WM~· PCY-555 CFD-750 $8995 EVERYDAY $14995 EVHIYDAY $31995 EVERYDAY LOW PRICE lO\.YPfliCE 
. SUG_. RETAILS 119 95 lOWPRICE 
.SUG. RETAIL S179,95. SUG RETAIL '>369 95 
MEGA&US' 1-lyper-aass MmABASS· 
Q Q .. and a new mail system 
By Remlee M. Crowe 
A new mail system was recently 
implemented for the Hudson 
Heights apartments. Both U.S. 
postal and campus mail, is now 
received at the Union post office. 
In the past, students at the 
Hudson Heights apartments re-
ceived campus mail in unlocked 
boxes outside their doors. Regular 
U.S. postal mail came in locked 
boxes in the apartment area, and 
packages had to be picked up 
downtown. Lack of one central 
location for mail services, as well 
as security problems with unlocked 
boxes.prompted the school to make 
the change. 
As a result, Ithaca College has 
now assumed responsibility for U.S. 
postal mail, as well as the Hudson 
Heights apartments. Because 
enough post office boxes already 
existed in the Student Union post 
office, the consolidation of mail 
pickup and delivery caused no 
additonal expense. 
It was felt that the benefits of 
consolidation would outweigh any 
dra!Cvbacks of having to walk to the 
Union to get mail, as Hudson 
Heights students can easily go 
through the Union on their way to 
class each day. 
No objections were voiced to 
the proposed change before its 
implementation, and Tim Michael, 
Assistant Director of Residential 
Life for Operations, reports that the 
Manager of Mail Services has re-
ceived no complaints as of yet. 
Due to postal regulations, 
HudsonHeightsbuildingsA-Fwere 
changed to 1-6. Mail should be 
addressed to these new numbers, 
rather than to the-old leuer system. 
As a side note, the mysterious 
953 Danby Road thathassoreccntJy 
appeared on all campus infonnation 
and mailings is a direct result of the 
national postal system's changing 
requirements. Street addresses arc 
being made mandatory in the at-
tempt to further automate the mail 
system. 
This addition will be entirely 
mandatory in coming years. IC is 
attempting to incorporate it into the 
daily lives of IC students and em-
ployees before it officially becomes 
mandatory, in order to avoid con-
fusion and to ensure correct mail 
delivery. 
WHA'f9S HAPPENING 
on campus? 
Find out every Thursday in The Ithacan 
Submit infonnation to Park Communications, Room 266 
Call 274-3208 for more infonnation 
MOVIES PRESENTS 
"THE SEASON'S SMARTEST- -
AND FUNNIEST FILM·!" 
NIC'HAMD COAu,.-. f1Mr llli4.tGAJ ... ( 
"ONE OF THE 
BEST OF 1989!" 
VlNCl:NT c..NS't' NIW 'rOAK Tu.l£!1 
' 'TWO 
THUMBS UP!" 
SISK[l & EBERT :· '· ~ 
~:. 
"DAZZLING!l ~-. - . 
HIGH-SPIRITED, HILARIOUS 
AND SCORCHINGLY 
EROTIC!" 
P£1[A T~&V[AS. AOLLINC. STONE 
sex, lies, and videotape 
IR]~ 1-·--=--··---.. , IXlLwl\5-=i , ___ ... d __ ~ 
RUTHLESS PEOPLE 
SUNDAY SEPT. 23 
7 & 9:30 p.m. 
ADMISSION $1.00 
fRL & SA1. 
SEPT. 21 ~ 22 
TEXTOR 102 
7 & 9:30 p.m. 
Admission $2.00 
RUTHLESS PEOPlLE 
Sam Stone ,vanted to kill his \vik. 
Then something wonderful h.1ppcncd 
She was kidnapped. 
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IC professors protest U.S. involvement in Gulf 
IBy Cheryl Drussel 
"ll appeared a month ago anu 
seems more true today that the 
United States is preparing for war 
instead of peace. I'm convinced 
preparation for war is not the way to 
pursue peace," protestor Fred 
Wilcox said Tuesday at a rally 
against United States action in the 
Persian Gulf region. 
Wilcox, an Ithaca College pro-
fessor, gathered with other protest-
ors in front of the Ithaca post office 
to draw attention to their cause. 
They held posters beari!}g the slo-
gans "Don't swallow oil slick 
rhetoric--it's poison" and "Support 
our troops--prevent war." 
Some protcstors were from or-
ganizations such as the Veterans 
for Peace and the Seneca Campaign. 
Others, like GED teacher Sandy 
Larkin, came on their own. 
il swalfo:{1 c) ·"ck' ~ I ~ r 
rnetcric. 
::, .,,.. '~ ,"'\/' I 
,, '-' '. 
as a cycle of violence. He said that 
even if the people will not perceive 
the US as its liberators but as life 
long enemies. 
"I advocate _diplomatic solu-
tions," Wilcox said. "I certainly do 
not advocate starving the Iraqi 
people into submission." 
Paul Glover, who conducted a 
study on the Ithaca fuel supply sys-
tem a few years ago, said the US 
should develop a policy of economic 
conversion. That is, the US should 
stop spending so much money on 
defense and redirect funds to other 
areas. 
"The leadership of this country 
has betrayed its people for the past 
20 years at least," Glover said. He 
said the government did not protect 
the US from a dependence on im-
ports by developing alternate en-
ergy sources. 
"Personally, I'm here because I 
have three childeren," Larkin said. 
"Iwantthemtogrowupinapeaceful 
world." 
The group was small in number 
but strong in their determination 
and convictions. 
Ithacan / Jodi Coleton 
IC professor Fred WIicox (third from the left) tells protestors that the U.S. should leave the Mid East. 
He added that the government 
did not heed former President 
Eisenhower's warning to "beware 
the unwarrented influence of the 
military-industrialcomplex," which 
Glover said has become a very 
powerful component of the 
American society. "Peoplesay, 'Well,look,there's 
only a few of you, "'Wilcox said. 
"But I remember standing on a 
comer in the Sixties, protesting 
Vietnam. We were small then, but 
everything changed when more 
boys came back poisoned.deranged 
or dead." 
"It's all rah-rah-rah now, but the 
shooting hasn't started," Wilcox 
continued. "I think that as soon as 
the bodybags start arriving, as soon 
as transports arrive with big silver 
coffins at Dover Air Force Base, 
people will begin to reconsider." 
Professor Stephen Singer said 
that the public needs to be made 
aware of what is really going on in 
the Middle East. According to 
Singer,ourpressence in the Persian 
Gulf region stems more from oil 
and political interests than hu-
manitarian ones. 
"We're spending approximately 
$1.5 billion a month.'' Singer said, 
referring to the cost of the millitary 
build-up in Saudi Arabia. 
''The Iraqi government proposed 
to the Bush administration that they 
would withdraw completely-and 
they would tum over all hostages. 
TheBushadministration turned this 
offer down." 
Singer added that the Bush ad-
ministration could use the situation 
in Iraq to draw attention away from 
domestic problems. such as the 
Savings and Loan scandal and the 
troubled economy. 
Most of the protestors critized 
the media's popular comparison 
between Saddam Hussein and 
Hitler. which they said undermines 
the possibility of negotiations. 
"I believe we were set up to 
believe the situation is hopeless," 
Wilcox said. "Immediatly we were 
informed by the president that 
Saddam Hussein is a madman. We 
can't talk to a Hitler, a madman." 
Along a similiar vein, Larkin 
said, "People are trying to be loyal 
Americans. They are operating 
from beliefs they •re reading abouL" 
Singer said the press isn't telling 
the whol~story anc!_thatitgoesonly 
where US millitary escorts allow it 
to go. He said the press does not 
challenge the Bush administration 
by conducting independent investi-
gations. According to Singer. this 
type of press policy can mislead the 
public. 
"People only believe what they 
read in the mainstream press instead 
of investigating alternate sources to 
fmd out the depth of the crisis," 
Singer added. 
The general consensus among 
protestors was that the US should 
end the military occupation of Saudi 
Arabia and begin diplomatic nego-
tiations with Iraq. 
Wilcox described the current 
situation in American-Iraqi affiars 
It's a huge lobby that employs 
millions of people.'' Glover said. 
He added that some people em-
ployed by the military-industrial 
complex make enormous amounts 
of money. 
Such a situation is hard to over-
come,accordingtoGlover. Ending 
the military occupation of Saud 
Arabia may prove equally difficult 
according to Wilcox. 
Still, the group of protestors 
gathered, and they vowed to meet 
in front of the post office every 
Tuesday from noon until onep.m. 
until some diplomatic action is taken 
into the Persian Gulf . 
....---------------------------, lr.~~~~~~~~~~~~~55~~~~~~~~~ 
TRAVELIN~G? 
Book early and save!!! 
-=-'. 
t.((IJ 
Ithaca Travel Outlet 
Fo:J Break, ~g. Q\d Winter Breac ae al opprooch!ng 
qucldy. Don't get &tuck poytng high t*fo'e1. Call ITO lo 1818/Ve 
oaly for the loweat arfae1 avaloble. lhere lsno chage to vou for 
OU' 10rv1c111. all m<*>f ciedt cadl ao accepted, froo dellvo,v 
onywhoro In Ithaca, dlcounl fCl'OS to EtZopo. Glvo us a calllll 
272-6962 
120 North AurolQ SI.Jl)ownlown I~ 
I noor aboVa the Rshennan rellaurant 
Summer Never Ends atuc 
TAN~zu 
6 Sessions $36 
® New Hours ~ Mon-Fri 8am-9pm rr~ Sat 8am-5pm \ 
Sun 9am~3pm • 
SHANA TOVA 
5751 
Today is Day 1 of Rosh Hashana 
Services: 1 Oam & 6:30pm 
Friday - 1 Oam 
Shabbot Service 6pm- Dinner in the Terraces 
at 7:15pm 
Reservations with your name & ID# required at 274-3103 
THIS COMING WEEK: 
Sunday, 9/23 -
Tuesday, 9/25 .. 
FALAFEL PARTY in Clarke Lounge 
at8pm 
sponsored by Friends of Isreal & Hillel 
MOVIE NIGHT in Phillips lounge of Muller 
Chapel at 7:30pm YENTL 
popcorn & beverages provided 
Wednesday, 9/26 • The 13 Principles of Maimonedes or: 
BASIC JUDISM taught by Rabbi Elie 
Silberstein of CHABAD HOUSE of Ithaca 
at 8 pm in Phillips Lounge in Muller Chapel 
YOM KIPPUR is FRIDAY evening & ·SATURDAY 9/28-29 
pre-fast dinner at 4:30 - 6pm on Friday in the Terrace Dining Hall 
RESERVATIONS ONLY!! name and ID# required to 274-3103 
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You asked for 
a computer that's real 
college material. 
· We heard you. 
··::.: ;,·.,.--: .. 
THE ITHACAN 5 
The ideal computer for college needs certain things. 
Like a mouse, to make jt easy to use. Preloaded 
software, that'll let you create impressive papers with 
graphics and spreadsheets. And great tools, like a 
no_tepad,_ calendar and cardf de. It should also be 
expandable, so it can grow with your needs. 
December 31, 1990, you'll receive a TWA® Certificate 
entitling you to a round-trip ticket for $149** /$249. ** 
Plus a free TWA Getaway® Student Discount Card 
application. You'll also get a great low price on the 
PRODIGY;) service. 
The IBM Personal System/2® has all this at 
a special student price.* And if you buy before 
The PS/2(', is perfect for college becau?e you 
told us just what you needed. And no one knows what 
it takes to be real college material better than you. 
Tuesday 
Septeniber 25th. 
In the Lobby on the Second Floor 
of Egbert Union9 
from 11 :30am to 4:30pmo 
If you have any questions, contact either the Educational 
Purchase Coordinator at 27 4-3030, or Brett P. Cooper & Dan Driscoll at 277-54 76. 
If' NEW!!!! 
IBM Question and Answer Session, Every Thursday In Friends 110 (IBM lLAB) 
From 2:00 pm to 3:.00pm. Your Chance to ask an IBM Representative Questions, and 
·Get Answers. 
==-::::. ==(lJ 
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. ·This offer 1s available only to quahhed students. faculty, staff and 1nst1tut1ons that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solu1ions through part1c1pat1ng campus locations. Orders are 
subiect to ava1lab1hty. Prices are sub1ect to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any ttme without written notice. ··Valid for any TWA destination in the continental U.S. or Puerto 
Rico for travel September 16. 1990, through December 19, 1991. at the following round-tnp fares· $149.00 round-tnp for travel from September 16, 1990, through June 14, 1991, and 
September 16, 1991, through December 19, 1991 $249.00 round-trip for travel June 15, 1991, through September 15, 1991 Seats are limited. Fare 1s non-refundable. 14 day advance 
purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply Complete details will be shown on certificate Applicants lorTW/\s Getaway Student Discount Card must be full-time 
students between the ages of 16-26. @IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of lnternat1ona1 Business Machines Corporation TWA 1:lla registered service mark 
of Trans World Airlines, Inc. TWA Getaway 1s a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines, Inc PRODIGY 1s a registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a 
partnership of IBM and Sears 
@IBM Corporation 1990 
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l?irof essionals speak 
21bout hon1elessness 
By Michelle Buxton 
Have youeverexpcrienced what 
it feels like to be cold, tired, hungry, 
and homeless? Chances are that 
you haven't. Fortunately, if you 
participated in the Homeless 
Slcepout on September 12, which 
took place in front of the IC union, 
you found out what it is like. 
About thirty students gave up 
their time, comfort and shelter to 
help raise money for local shelters 
and make a statement about 
homelessness. On September 13, 
as a follow-up to this event, the 
community service network spon-
sored a rally that took place in front 
of the union. Lisa Kaplan and Molly 
Surden helped to co-sponsor the 
event by organizing professionals 
to speak about homelessness. 
blankets to keep wann, and some 
were sleeping on benches to keep 
dry." At 8:00 the next morning, 
Rosen awoke and went back to his 
daily routine of showering, eating_ 
and going to class. According to 
Rosen, this experience has made 
him more aware, and he said the 
most important thing is to "Read up 
on what is going on, get angry, and 
get involved!" 
Janet Fitchens, an IC professor 
of anthropology, who is well known 
for her studies on poverty, spoke 
about the relationship between 
homelessness, poverty, and mal-
nutrition. According to Fitchens, 
"The poverty level has increased 
overtheyearsbecausemanypeople 
who are employed are receiving 
wages below the poverty line." 
Fitchens makes the point that all 
homeless people are not lazy or 
mentally and physically incapaci-
tated. 
People simply aren't earning 
enough to keep up with the rise in 
housing rates, Fitchens said. 
Fitchensemphasizes the importance 
ofinfonning and educating friends, 
professors and families. She said, 
"One of the most valuable things 
you can do is to awaken the 
American public." 
Sleepout 
Continued from page 1 
their services can call the Red Cross 
Shelter at 273-1900. 
Another guest speaker, Myra 
Malkin, works for a small legal 
office in Ithaca. Legal services are 
given to those under the $7,000 
income guideline. "The homeless 
and poor have no voice, no help, 
and are misunderstood," and, "our 
office provides the legal help they 
need," she said. Malkin went on to 
discuss legal procedures for hold-
ing off evictions, getting public as-
sistance and keeping utilities from 
being sh1Jt off. "We help with 
people's basic needs," she said. 
Terri Pascow, a worker at the 
FriendshipCenterdowntown,spoke 
about the services provided by 
shelters. He also spoke out about 
the homeless problem stating that, 
"Anyone can become homeless due 
to economic turnaround or disaster 
which can be no fault of yours." 
The shelters in Ithaca provide food 
and shelter for the homeless, as 
well as supporL 
Janet Fitchen, of the anthropol-
ogy department here at the college, 
had much to say about the homeless 
problem, particularly in New York 
state. Fitchen said, "The homeless 
problem is going to become worse 
in the future." According to her, 
homelessness and poverty cannot 
be sepanned from each other in the 
United States, that one is caused by 
theother. "Theamountofpeoplein 
poverty in the U.S. is higher now in 
1990thanin 1980,"shesaid. Most 
people who are below the poverty 
line are working, but sti!I have no 
support and are more susceptible to 
becoming homeless,Fitchen stated. 
After the speakers were done, 
many of those participating in the 
Sleepout stayed up to discuss the 
problems regarding homelessness 
and tried to come up with some 
solutions. "We need to volunteer 
our time to these people," one stu-
dent suggested. Many agreed that 
the government should help out 
more, through increased spending 
for welfare aide programs. Still 
others felt that was not enough. 
Jessica Greenbeaun felt that, "Those 
homeless that are able should work 
for their aide so that they could 
increase their self-esteem, and help 
themselves to become a function-
ing part of our society." 
However, not everyone enjoyed 
the sleepouL The Delta Kappa fra-
ternity, a local fraternity not recog-
nized by the school, tried to give a 
seventy five dollar donation but they 
wererejected. DavidRosen,aDelta 
Kappa brother, said he was speak-
ing for the fraternity when he said -
"the fraternity crune up with $75 in 
donations from people associated 
with D.K ... and it was rejected by 
those coordinating the sleepout." 
September 20, 1990 
He went on to say that the college 
would not accept the donation be-
cause D.K. is not recognized by the 
college. "The money has to do with 
wanting to help out with the com-
munity, nothingelse," hesaid. Any 
donations that, for one reason or 
another, cannot be taken by the 
Community Service Network 
should be given directly to organi-
zations and shelters downtown. 
Stacey Tolchinsky. Vice Presi-
dent of Campus Affairs for Sludent 
Government., said that it is school 
policy not to accept donations from 
any group that is not recognized by 
campus. She also said that this is 
true for all fundraising events, not 
just the Homeless SleepouL She 
added that in order for a group to be 
recognized they must first go 
through Campus Life. 
Student members of Safety and 
Security were present throughout 
the night to provide protection for 
those taking part. Most of those 
present did not sleep many hours. 
"It was pretty cold in the middle of 
the night," one student said. It was 
cold. For many of the nations 
homeless it is cold most of the year. 
One night of sleeping out was more 
like a social evenL However, the 
experience made those present more 
aware of the probl_em: At night, 
thousands of people do not have a 
warm bed to sleep in. 
Eileen Esmark, a Reverend in 
the Muller Chapel, explained that 
the majority of homeless people 
tend to be families. According to 
Esmark, "40% ofone' sincome goes 
directly to housing", as opposed to 
20% a few years ago. Esmark's 
main emphasis was how individu-
als could make a difference by 
getting out there and meeting some 
homeless people. Esmarlcsaid, ''The 
homeless are human beings, just 
like you. By birth you are here, 
where you are, and they are there, 
where they are." Raising money 
and volunteering your time at local 
shelters is also a great way to get 
involved and show you care, Esmark 
said. 
Since the Sleepout, $700 has 
been raised in support. Donations 
will still be accepted in the Student 
Government office for the next two 
weeks. 
It seems as though the problem 
of homelessness will continue to 
escalate if it isn't addressed imme-
diately. Many organizations exist 
that desperately need volunteers. 
Have information on a news 
· event? ~ 266 Park School of 
Commincations 
Jthacaa College 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
David Rosen, an IC student who 
participated in the Sleepout, was 
next to speak. He said that, "The 
people were all huddled togetheron 
Call or write The Ithacan 
office. 
(607) 274-3207 
(607) 274-3208 
I.Ca Model United Nations Team 
WANTS YOU! 
APPLICATIONS - Muller 307 
INTERVIEWS 
Monday 9/24 
Wednesday 9/26 
Friday 9/28 
Join us for 0 0 0 
TAILGATING 
AT HOMECOMING 
Saturday, September 22 
11:30am in the parking lot 
FREE REFRESHMENTS! 
SPONSORED BY: THE CATHOLIC COl\rnUNITY 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
APARTMENTS 
EXCELLENCE in Student Living 
NEXT TO I C - Just up the road on 968 
• gorgeous, new 
0 huge spaces 
G extra bathrooms 
CD distinctive furniture 
0 beautiful finishes 
e free shuttle to campus 
0 basketball hoops 
3,4,5 BEDROOMS 
starting at 
$250 DO per person • per month 
277-1221 
or 
277-1234 
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OPINION 
Souter's noDlination 
shows the need for 
prudence in the court 
The Judicial branch of the United States government is not demo-
cratic. Justices, appointed for life by the President, have the singular 
power to decide how the Constitution will be interpreted and applied. 
That fact illustrates the importance of questioning Supreme Coun 
nominees rigorously during Senate confirmation hearings. If Judge 
David H. Souter is indeed confinned without responding to questions 
satisfactorily, our government has failed in one of its fundamental 
functions. 
The American public deserves to know more about this reclusive 
judge from the backwoods of New Hampshire. Although countless 
public figures have attested to Souter's intellectual might, his ability to 
temper abstract interpretations of law with the realities of modem life 
remains in question. The Senate's job in this process is to insure that 
the judge can and will mix these two occasionally opposing forces. · 
It should not be the answers he gives to questions of abortion or 
civil rights that decide his fate, but the reasoning he uses in the 
process. After all, there can be no real litmus test for a Supreme Coun 
nominee because a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee could 
never fonnulate a hypothetical case with all of its complex variables. 
One can hardly blame President Bush for nominating a judge with a 
low public profile. When President Reagan attempted to appoint Judge 
Robert Bork to the bench in 1986, a political firestorm erupted. Before 
his confirmation hearings even began, liberal politicians and interest 
groups had attacked the views of this outspoken, staunch conservative. 
But far from analyzing the logic that went into his decisions, the 
public and press immediately attacked. They refused to give his 
Constitutional arguments a chance; by the time his confinnation 
hearing began, the American public had already made up its mind. 
That type of hasty, selfish, narrow-minded decision-making is 
exactly what the Founders were trying to avoid when they crafted a 
non-democratic body as part of this republic. They knew that citizens 
in a free society inevitably become emb:-oiled in particular issues that 
keep them from making prudent decisions for the long-range common 
good. This is why Justices don't have to run for election or reappoint-
ment.; having to yield to public pressures in a campaign would make 
impartial decisions next to impossible. 
Pro-choice abortion activists are the epitome of a special-interest 
group that attempts to focus political decisions on one single issue. 
Less than a week after his. nomination, full-page ads began appearing 
in newspapers across the country calling for Souter's rejection based 
only on inferences that he was hostile to abortion rights. 
In spite of the many gloomy predictions, the abonion issue does 
not pose a long-tenn threat to liberty in America. For even if Roe v. 
Wade were entirely overturned in the Supreme Coun, individual states 
would still possess the right to decide the issue democratically. 
So yes, Judge Souter should be made to answer S!)CCific questions 
that give us an accurate account of his intellectual qualifications. But 
the American public should not crucify the nominee simply for his 
opinion on one issue. That would be unfair to Souter and our country. 
Damon Linker 
Editorial Page Editor 
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LETTERS 
Senior happy hour creates c~ass concern 
To the editor: 
On behalf of the Senior Class 
Officers, I would like to thank all 
the Seniors who attended the Sept 
7 Happy Hour in the Pub. I hope 
everyone enjoyed themselves and 
was pleased with the success of the 
first Class of 1991 Senior event of 
the year. The turnout was terrific, 
and it is an ideal kickoff for a land-
mark year. 
There are a few points I would 
like to address, however. There 
were apparently some concerns of 
those Seniors who, not yet 21, dis-
covered there were separate areas 
of the Pub/coffeehouse snackbar 
for those over, and under 21. I 
apologize for any misunderstand-
ings. This, however, uncovers a 
larger issue we will be dealing with 
all year long. 
As a recognized student organi-
zation, the Senior Class must 
comply with all College guidelines, 
especially Campus Event Regis-
tration Policy and Campus Center 
policies. (I will make copies of 
such available for everyone.) 
In this instance, the officers met 
with Campus Center staff to deter-
mine the best way to accommodate 
the Class. One guideline was that 
seniors under and over2 l could not 
be in the same area -even if stamps/ 
wristbands or the like were used. 
This brought us to a decision to: 
either make the event 21 and over 
only, or have the event open to all 
seniors and strive to tastefully sepa-
rate the two areas. We chose the 
latter with best intentions. 
We are continuously reviewing 
the ways to design class programs. 
Many of you have already expressed 
some ideas. Please keep them com-
ing. Much help ;md creativity is 
needed throughout the year. The 
Office of Campus Activities and 
the Campus Center is committed to 
working with us and discussing 
viable options for our activities, so 
the college's support is there. 
Once again, on behalf of the 
otherofficers-Jon Adelson, Alissa 
Quintero, and Kathy Bauer - thanks 
for your support. We set a record 
for Senior Happy Hour auendance. 
Atthis rate, we'll have quite a year! 
David Fleisher '91 
Senior Class President 
Tuition increases to be debated at meeting 
To the editor: 
Tuition increase- these words fit 
together as if they were one. A great 
I ump appears in the throats of Ithaca 
College students in February, after 
the Board of Trustees announces 
what tuition will be for the follow-
ing year. We shouldn't wait until 
next year's cost of tuition is printed 
in the Ithacan to respond to the 
annual tuition increase. Another 
approach is necessary, a pro-active 
approach. 
The print has already appeared 
in the Ithacan. It is a disguised form 
of the dreaded words "tuition in-
crease." The evidence can be found 
To the editor: 
There were several inaccuracies 
in your Sept. 6 lead article regard-
ing the proposed new science fa-
cility. Let me correct for the record 
the more important ones. 
Vice president Salm and I indi-
cated to the reporter that we could 
no longer "prudently rely" on the 
leased space at NCR beyond 1992. 
Whether or not we will continue to 
have a presence there after the fall 
of 1992 will depend on many fac-
tors, not the least of which is the 
schedule of our proposed building 
on page 18 of the SepL13 issue of 
the Ithacan. I treads, "Open Budget 
Meeting Wednesday, Sept. 26, 3-5 
p.m., Emerson Suite C." 
This is your opportunity to raise 
questions and make suggestions on 
the preparation of the 1991-92 bud-
get. It's time to ask questions now! 
We don't have to wait until after the 
cost of tuition is announced, when 
all we can do is hold our breath and 
complain. 
Do we care how much tuition is 
increased? We have to let our ac-
tions speak for our concerns. We 
should prepare intelligent questions 
for the open budget hearing instead 
program. 
The proposed siting of the new 
science building calls for the relo-
cation of the campus road; current 
plans do not locate it "on the lake 
side of the campus road." The four 
science departments will be ac-
commodated in the aggregate space 
represented by Williams Hall and 
the new building; it is unlikely that 
all four will be located in the new 
building. Your article provides 
contradictory information in this 
regard. Similarly, the new building 
will not contain 22-24 classrooms; 
of waiting until February to ask the 
same questions. 
Students should come to the open 
hearing in large numbers. We 
should do this if for no other reason 
than lo show the administration we 
care. We care how much our col-
legeeducation costs. Wecareabout 
the process by which this decision 
is determined. 
Deans, vice-presidents,andother 
administrators will be present. This 
is our chance to come and speak 
directly with the administration 
about tuition. 
Shawn Harris 
Student Body President 
that number is the estimated total to 
be located in both the new and reno-
vated space. 
Finally, the rather condescend-
ing quote attributed lo me relative 
to faculty involvement in planning 
is not something I would or did say. 
Mr. Salm and I scheduled this in-
terview well ahead of the deadline 
and took pains to be precise in our 
comments to the reporter. It is 
discouraging that so much of the 
story was inaccurate. 
Matthew B. Wall 
Senior Vice President of IC 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday 
September 20 
Catholic Community Fall Retreat ter. 
at Mt. Saviour Monastery, (con- Varsity Fall GoJr at Broome 
County Invitational, 9 a.m. (A) tact the Chaplains' Office for further 
On top of her studies 
infonnation.) 
Women's Cross Country Le 
Moyne, To Be Announced (A) 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents James Agard, "Inverted 
lllusions,"Lobby of Gannett Cen-
ter. 
Varsity Women's Volleyball at 
University or Rochester Invita-
ROSH HASHANNAH (C~on tional, 9 a.m. (A) 
Session) 
Rosh Hashanna Service, Muller 
Chapel, 10 am. and 6:30 p.m. 
Interfaith Meditation, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
"How to find a Job" Workshop, 
South Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, noon 
Shabbat Service, Muller Chapel, 
10:30am. 
Women's Soccer vs. Keuka, 11 
a.m.{H) 
Men'sSoccervs.Alfred, noon{H) 
Men's Cross Country at 
LeMoyne, noon (A) 
Senior Flute, Aliki Nicholas, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, noon 
Varsity Women's Tennas· at Al-
Residential Life Staff Meeting, 
Conference room, Campus Center, 
9a.m.- noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Senior Services Workshop, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 2 -
3p.m. 
International Programs Infor-
mation session for the London 
Center, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 5:30 - 7 p.m. 
Ithaca College Republicans 
Meeting, Friends 103, 7:30 p.m. 
Catholic Community Parish 
Council Meeting, Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, noon - lp.m. Ithaca College Environmental bany, 1 p.m. (A) S · M · Clark Lo oaety eetmg, unge, 
Orientation Steering Committee 
Meeting, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 1:15 - 2:15 p.m. 
Field Hockey at Kutztown, I p.m. Campus Center, 8 - 10 p.m. 
(A) Student Government Executive 
Varsity Football vs. Alfred, 1:30 BoardMeeting,ConferenceRoom, 
Staff Council Meeting, North p.m. (H) Campus Center, 8 - 11 p.m. 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
2 30 Senior Flute, Paula Landry, Ford : p.m. 
International Club Meeting, S 
111, Williams Hall, 7 - 9 p.m. 
Hall Auditorium, 2 p.m. 
Graduate Voice,Stephen Hansen, 
Ford Hall Auditoriwn, 4 p.m. 
Faculty Recital, Wendy Mehne, 
Flute, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 
p.m. 
BureauorConcertsStaffMeeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 8:15 - 9:30 p.m. 
llhacan/Sharon Perks 
Freshman Becky Stein studies atop Textor Hall on a recent 
afternoon. 
Dayspring Meeting, Laub Room, 
Chapel, 7 - 9 p.m. 
Student Government Treasurers 
Worksbop,CJar:kLmmge,Campus 
Center, 9 p.m. 
Philosophy Club Meeting, 301 
Friends Hall, 7:30 - 10 p.m. 
Friday 
September 21 
ROSH HASHANNAH 
(Classes in Session) 
Rosh Hashanna Service, Muller 
Chapel, 10 am. 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND 
1990 (contact the Office of 
Alumni Relations for further 
information.) 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents James Agard, "Inverted Il-
lusions," Lobby of Gannett Cen-
ter. 
Catholic Community Fall Retreat 
at Mt. Saviour Monastery (Con-
tact the Chaplains' Office for further 
information) 
Junior Varsity Football at Cornell 
Freshmen, 3:00 p.m. (A) 
Varsity Women's Volleyball at 
University of Rochester Invita-
tional, 6 p.m. (A) 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, 6 p.m. followed 
by Shabbat Dinner, Tenace Dining 
Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
Varsity and "B" Wrestling 
Alumni Match, 7 p.m. (H) 
Student Activites Board Films 
presents Sex, Lies and Videotape, 
I 02 Textor Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Graduate Voice, Mark Lawrence, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Saturday 
September 22 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND 
1990 (contact the Office of Alwnni 
Relatioos for furthez infonnation) 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents James Agard, "Inverted Il-
lusions," Lobby of Gannett Cen-
ter. 
Theta Alpha Phi/Theater De-
partment Performance and 
Freshmen party, Clark Theater, 
Dillingham Center, 6 - 9:30 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents Sex, Lies and Vid~otape, 
102 Textor Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Sunday 
September 23 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND 
1990 (Contact the Office of Alumni 
Relations for further infonnation) 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents James Agard, "Inverted Il-
lusions," Lobby of Gannett Cen-
ter. 
Catholic Community Fall Retreat 
at Mt. Saviour Monastery, (Con-
tact the Chaplains' Office for further 
infonnation) 
Catholic Community Mass, 
Muller Chapel, 10:15 am., I and 9 
p.m. 
Protestant Community Services, 
Muller Chapel Sanctuary, 11:30 
am. 
Wednesday 
September 26 Tuesday 
September 25 The Handwerker Gallery pre-
The Handwerker Gallery pre- sents James Agard, "Inverted n-
sents James Agard, "Inverted 11- lusions," Lobby of Gannett Cen-
lusions," Lobby of'Gannett Ceo- ter. 
ter. l:areer Planning and liraduate 
StudentAffairsandCampusLife School Decisions Workshop, 
DirectorsMeeting,NorthMeeting South Meeting Room, Campus 
Room, Campus Center, 9 am. . Center, 4 p.m. 
noon. Varsity Women's Volleyball at 
Interfaith Yoga, Muller Chapel Colgate with Oneonta,6p.rn.(A) 
Sanctuary, noon 
Career Planning and Placement 
Resume Writing Workshop, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
noon- I p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 
noon- I p.m. 
Student Activities Board Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, noon - 1:15 p.m. 
Varsity Women's Tennis vs. 
Binghamton, 3:30 p.m. (H) 
Field Hockey vs. Cornell, 4 p.m. 
(H) 
APICS Meeting, DeMotte Room, 
Campus Center, 7 - 8 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Special 
Events Meeting, l:>eMoue Room, 
Campus Center, 8 - 9 p.m. 
Business School 
Announcements 
H&S Business Minor Applica-
tions Available. H&S students who 
want to apply for the business mi-
nor can pick up applications and 
infonnation on eligibility in the 
H&S AdvisingOffice(Muller214), 
starting September 4. Applications 
are due October 16. 
School or Music presents the 
National Association of Teachers 
of Singing, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
noon. Women's Soccer vs. Geneseo, 4 
Fall Baseball vs. Cornell (2) 1 p.m. p.m. (H) One Year M.B.A. Dr. Suzanne Liberty, Director of Graduate Pro-
grams in the School of Management 
at Clarkson will visit on Tuesday, 
October 2, to talk to students inter-
ested in earning a Master of Busi-
ness Administration degree in one 
year at Clarkson. Individual inter-
views will be held from 9 - 11:30 
a.m. and a group session will be 
held at noon. For more infonnation 
call Career Planning (x3365). 
(H) Judicial Affairs Alcohol Educa-
Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Alli- tion Seminar, South Meeting 
ance Meeting, Phillips Room, Room, Campus Center, 7 - 9 p.m. 
Muller Chapel, 6 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Films 
presents Ruthless People, 102 
Textor Hall. 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Community Service Network 
Organizational Meeting, North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 7 
p.m. 
Friends of Israel Felafel Party Movie Night Yentl, Muller Chapel 
and Meeting, Clark Lounge, Lounge, 7:30 p.m. 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
Senior VoiceJuluJohnson, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Sigma Alpha Iota Meeting, Ter-
race 9A Lounge, 9: 15 p.m. 
Monday 
September 24 
Financial Management A~ia-
tion Speakers/Meetings, Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7:30 - 9 
p.m. 
All College Faculty Meeting, 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center, 
7:30 - 11 p.m. 
Student Government Congress 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
The Handwerker Gallery pre- Campus Center. 8 p.m. · midnight 
sentsJames Agard, "lny~~cd Il-
lusions," Lobby of Gannett Cen-
Scholarship and 
Internship 
Opportunities 
1991 NSF Graduate Reseah.h 
F!llowsbips. $13,500 yearly 
Sllpend and tuition waiver at U.S. 
instiwtions f<r students entering 
graduate programs in maih, 
natural /physica]/social sciences, 
and engineering. College seniors 
are eligil>le to apply. Application 
deadline November 9, 1990. 
1991 Mellon Fellowships in the 
Humanities. $12.000 fellowship 
award plus tuition/fees lo any 
college senior who: can present 
evidence of outslanding academic 
promise and who wishes to begin 
graduate wodc in preparation for a 
career in teaching/scholarship in 
the Humanities. CandidateS must 
be nominaled by a faculty member 
by No~ber S, 1990. Additional 
information is available in the 
H&S Advising Office, 214 Muller. 
1991 Hughes Predoctoral 
Fellowships in Biological 
Sciences. The 66 fdlowships 
intended for students who have 
compleled less than one year of 
graduate work will be awarded for 
full-time 'study toward a Ph.D. or 
Sc.D. degree in biological sci-
ences. Stipends will be $13,500 
annually for three years with an 
additional $11,700 annual cost-of-
education allowance provided. 
Application deadline:Novembcr 9, 
1990. Additional infonnation is 
available in the H&S Advising 
Office, 214 Muller. 
Reminder 
The F-Lot parking area will be 
closed on Friday at 6 p.m. due to lhe 
homecoming barbeque. The lot will 
re-open Saturday at 8 p.m. 
Coming up 
Fall Comic Book Show, Saturday, 
SepL 29, al Masonic Temple, Sen-
eca and Cayuga streets. Hosted by 
the Comic Book Club of Ithaca. 
Admission $2. 
How to get your 
announcement in 
'What's Happening' 
Send notices of events and ac-
tivities IO "What's Happening," 
The Ithacan, Part Communica-
tions, Room 266. Be sure to 
include time, dale and location. 
andaphonenumberof a contact 
person. Send items at least a 
week before they are to appear. 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
nw ine can be cons~dercd 
with good reason as the 
most healthful and the 
most hygienic of all beverages." 
-Louis Pasteur 
Lakeshore, and Swedish Hill, each 
having a distinct viewpoint on wine 
enjoyment and consumption. The 
wineries are frequented most by 
students in the surrounding areas, 
but in case you haven't had a chance 
to explore the trail for yourself, we 
visited the wineries and illustrated 
some high points of the trip. 
Cultivate 
Wine, not milk as America's 
health kick? Not commonly poured 
overWheatiesatthebreakfasttable, 
wine is a growing favorite at the 
dinner table and in restaurants, as 
more Americans learn about its dif-
f ercnt varieties, nuances of flavor, 
and uses with food. 
your tastes 
Six Mile Creek 
Two miles outside of Ithaca's 
city limits lies Six Mile Creek 
Vineyard. According to Six Mile 
Creek's brochure, the winery is 
"situated on historic ground con-
taining a pre-civil war cemetary 
and stage coach stop" and housed in 
a "tum-of-the century Dutch refonn 
bamofpostandbeamconstruction." 
Discover the Cayuga Wine Trail, 
the area's alternative weekend diversion 
By Helene Richardson and Michael Malosky Jr. 
Here in Ithaca. a little wine wis-
dom is right around the comer --
actually, down the hill and around 
Cayuga Lake, where eight wineries 
are open to give tours, answer ques-
tions, and off er tastings of many 
wines. So grab the next sunny after-
noon, and expand your mind and 
palette along the Cayuga Wine Trail. 
The Trail begins with Six Mile 
Creek Vineyard on Route 79 and 
continues onRoute89 with the other 
seven vineyards:· Americana Estate, 
Lucas, Hosmer, Plane's, Knapp, 
Six Mile Creek proprietors 
Roger M. Battistella and his family, 
bothplantviniferaandfrenchhybrid 
grapes creating predominately dry 
and semi-dry wines including 
Chardonnay, Ravat Vignoles, and 
Cascadilla White. If you are a red 
wine lover, you'll find a fine selec-
tion of medium-bodied red wines 
that have a distinct berry taste such 
asBacoNoirand Ithaca.Red. You've 
just begun. 
Americana 
Americana Estate Winery. ap-
proximately 20 miles outside of 
Ithaca, is the first vineyard a "wine 
tripper" will encounter. At first, a 
visitor will notice the small, quaint 
appearance of the winery nestled 
among acres of grape vines. But 
don't let the size fool you. Ameri-
cana produces between 15,000 to 
20,000 bottles of wine a year, sell-
ing their wines exclusively on the 
premises to the 10,000 annual visi-
tors. Americana offers a detailed 
. explanation and display of how they 
produce their wines, from crushing 
grapes to applying the labels .. 
bouquet and esters." Esters arc 
organic compounds in wine that 
infuse bouquet, or the wine's par-
ticular "nose'.' or aroma. Two of 
Lucas's mostpopularwines include 
Captain's Bell, a blush wine, and 
Tugboat White, which sold out last 
year before Christmas. Ready for 
more? 
· Proprieter Mary Anne Treble 
st.ates that "patient people make 
good wine. Impatient people should 
make beer." One can attest to 
Treble's patience after tasting 
Americana's colorful wines in-
cluding Indian Summer, Sweet 
Rosie, and November Harvest But 
don't stop here ... 
Lucas 
Hosmer 
Make a left at the leaf, the 
Riesling grape leaf that is, the em-
blem of Hosmer vineyard. Almost 
three weeks ago Hosmer moved 
. their wine entourage to a new loca-
tion, .across the street from the 
former site. 
Upon entering the newly built 
facility, which is much larger than 
the previous tasting and selling 
room, a visitor instantly feels wel-
come. The cottage-type structure, 
decorated with dried flowers and 
baskets, is brightly lit by large airy 
windows. Although the surround-
ings may have changed, Hosmer 
still offers an extensive array of 
whites, ranging from dry to sweet, 
where dryness refers to the amount 
of sugar left in the wine after fer-
mentation. 
. rmacan , Amy KwesK1n 
Lucas, the first established win-
ery on Cayugal..ake, is the next stop 
on the trail. Tours at Lucas are 
scheduled "time permitting," ac-
cording to Ruthe Lucas Crawford, 
daughter of the proprieters; how-
ever tastings are always available. 
"When we first opened the winery 
10 years ago, people preferred the 
sweet wines. Today most people 
prefer drys to semi-drys," says 
Crawford, who attributes this trend 
to people tasting more and learning 
about dryer wines. 
Melanie Coleman, a wine guide 
at Hosmer, considers the Seyval to 
be among their most popular 
choices. The vineyard used its 40 
acres of vineyards toproduce35,000 
cases (7000 gallons) of wine in the 
1989 vintage. You'll also find local 
goods such as pesto sauce, vinegar, 
salsa, and mustard samplings. 
Mary Anne Treble, proprietor of Americana Estate Winery, demonstrates how to flll wine bottles 
during a tour of the winery. The machine can 1111 300 bottles In one hour. 
How does one learn about dryer 
wines? Crawford says, "smell its See "Wine trail," page 10 
ICB-TV brings distinct new programs to Ithaca 
By Eric C. Griffith 
Before I began my illustrious college ca-
reer, I spent my fonnative years in front of 
the great American baby-sitter, the television. 
During those days of 30-plus hours of 
viewing, I developed a keen sense for recog-
nizing the distinctive hum a particular net-
work would produce for predicting the future 
of most television shows. I assumed that the 
networks would only cancel those programs 
I enjoyed. 
Every Thursday after school I would ar-
rive home and find the most important piece 
of mail my house would receive each week: 
the"TV Guide." 
September was the most important time of 
year, for that was the beginning of the new 
fall season. 
The publication of "TV Guide's Fall Pre-
view" became my Bible for the next few 
weeks, the tome that would decide my fate. 
Would I watch "AKA Pablo" or go with an 
old standard like "Mork and Mindy?" 
At Ithaca College, where I still read the 
Fall Preview but only sec reruns of 
"M*A*S*H*" and "Cheers," students arc 
more likely to be working on a television 
show than watching one. Our 32 year-old 
campus station, I CB-TV, also has some new 
programs beginning this year and next, along 
with some changes in the old programs. The 
growth of the station has been helped in part 
because of the expanded facilities at the new 
Roy H. Park School of Communications. 
New this year is producer Dahr Tanoury's 
"Portraits," a program following the day-in-
the-life fonnat favored by some new net-
work shows such as "COPS" and "48 Hours." 
"Portraits," however, will not go for the 
hard-boiled news, but rather, take a look at 
people in the community, from fanners to 
sky-divers. 
Dahr, a transfer student did a similar show 
at his former school, so his experience should 
lend itself to the production. 
Commencing in the spring semester will 
be "Semesters," the program that has ICB-
TV's most extensive production schedule. 
The program will be shot on location.and 
will bring ICB into the realm of the soap 
opera. Producers Sandy Gordon, George 
Doty, and Fred Fouquet will have their work 
cut out for them. 
Returning to the station after a successful 
premiere last semester is "Kid's Komer", 
See "ICB-TV," page 12 
· · ICB-TV fall schedule 
Sundays,Channel13 
7 p.m. Kids Korner 
7:30 p.m. Newscene 
8 p.m. Upstairs on the Left 
8:30 p.m. In Studio 
9 p.m. The Gridiron Report 
9:30 p.m. Panorama 
10 p.m. The Nothing Special 
10:30 p.m. Newscene 
Wednesdays, Campus 6 
(IC buildings only) 
7 p.m. The Couples Quiz 
7:30 p.m. Newscene 
8 p.m. Edge 
8:30 p.m. Campus Currents 
9 p.m. In Studio 
9:30 p.m. Upstairs on the Left 
10 p.m. The Nothing Special 
10:30 p.m. TBA 
lhursdays,Channel13 
7 p.m. Creeds 
7:30 p.m. The Couples Quiz 
8 p.m. Off the Satellite until Big 
Red Hockey report begins in Nov. 
8:30 p.m.Sportsweek 
9 p.m. Edge 
~ 
9:30 p.m. Panorama 
1 o p.m. Anthology 
10:30 p.m. Inside Out 
Bombers Football Channel 13 
at 8:30 p.m. on Sept. 22, 29, Oct. 
20, Nov. 3 and 10. 
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Wine trail 
Continued from page 9 
Sound different? Wait until you 
visit. .. 
Plane's 
Plane's winery may first be dis-
tinguished as "the one in the big red 
barn." But you'll soon find other 
characteristics to describe Plane's. 
The owner, Bob Plane, says that 
they "produce wine in the true 
French and German ~adition." 
Since 1980, Plane's production of 
5,000 bottles of wine increased to a 
whopping 1,000,000 of bottles by 
the year 1990. Plane's also offers 
daily tours of their facility as well 
as an infonnative video tape detail-
ing their entire wine making pro-
cess. 
You are then invited to taste 
some of their wines which include 
their popular Chardonnay, Cayuga 
White, Chancellor, and Duel The 
owner states that "We are strong 
proponents of food and wine so 
they ( wines] tend to be more dry." 
Investing in a case of Plane's 
wines entitles you to become a 
member of the Quatrefoil Society, 
roughly translated from French to 
mean "four leaves." As a member 
of the Society, you are invited to 
private taStings of new wines and 
various other exclusive events. 
There's more. 
Knapp 
In 1971 Doug and Suzie Knapp 
bought the property that would one 
day be thesiteoftheirwinery (which 
at the time was a chicken farm). It 
was in 1984thatthedoorsofKnapp 
Vineyards opened to the public. In 
1989 Knapp produced 15,000 
bottles a year and grows 95 percent 
of their own grapes. 
What'snoteworthyaboutKnapp 
is that they produce two kinds of 
champagne, or more accurately, 
sparkling wine: Blanc de Blanc and 
nhacan/Amy Kweskin 
A couple enJoylng a late afternoon lunch of bread, cheese, and wine at SWedlsh HIii Winery. 
Chardonnay are both done in the 
"methode champenoise," a process 
in which some fermentation occurs 
in the bottle. 
But what are Knapp visitors 
drinking? Mrs. Knapp thinks there 
is a trend towards the reds, not to 
mention Chardonnay which seems 
to be the "in" wine to drink these 
days. However for those who enjoy 
a lighter and less intimidating wine, 
the blushes are often a enjoyable 
alternative. Two of Knapp's more 
popular sipping wines include 
Dutchman's Breeches and Lady 
Slipper. 
Lakeshore 
Sitting in a rocking chair by a 
wagon wheel light and a frre place, 
you lazily sip from a wine glass. A 
cozy, stone-floored barn is not the 
typical tasting locale, and neither is· 
the tour. Lakeshore owner Bill 
Brown gives you a pasta elbow, 
covered in tomato sauce. "Talce a 
tiny sip of the Chardonnay. Move it 
around in your mouth. Then eat the 
pasta and taste the wine again. See 
how they go together? Like a hand 
in a glove." 
What Bill Brown, owner of 
Lakeshore Vineyard, is demon-
strating is "that any wine will go 
with any food, provided the wine is 
added to the recipe." Mr. Brown's 
theory abandons the culinary com-
mandmentthatonemustdrink white 
with chicken and fish, and red with 
beef. "Your taste buds can pick up 
flavors in parts per million. You 
need to use your tastebuds," says 
Brown. 
Lakeshore produces 15,000 
bottlesofwineperyearthataresold 
directly off of the premises. What 
are Lakeshore's more popular 
wines? Mr. Brown responds that 
"people areexcitedabout the Baco 
Noir, Aunt Clara, Chardonnay, 
Cabernet Sauvignon, and 
Gewurtztrammer." 
~r 
Swedish Hill 
Thelaststopon the Cayuga Wine 
Trail offers an ideal late afternoon 
lunch break. Begun in 1969 when 
lheownersCindyandDickPeterson 
grew and sold grapes to Taylor 
Winery, Swedish Hill celebrated 
their. first vintage in 1985. The 
Petersons use 30 acres of land, cul-
tivating nine varieties of grapes to 
produce23,000gallonsof wine each 
year. One of their more popular 
wines is the Svenska Blush, 
"svenska" meaning Swiss. The 
Petersons add this to certain wine 
titles to preserve the Peterson 
family's Swiss heritage. Picnic 
tables, grassy knolls, and a pond 
create a idyllic lunch site; cheeses, 
fresh-baked bread, and chilled wine 
or other beverages can be purchased 
at the winery. 
Bring Mom and Dad on the tour 
during Parents' Weekend in No-
vember. Most of the wineries re-
main open for tours and taStings 
:rJe ~d-/Jlre ~tJ/'t' for 
yfJoH ?1ok_C3/ sure fheJ 
!<now about fk-Firs-t 
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year-round from noon to 5:00 p.m. 
Most of the wineries charge one or 
two dollars to taste a selection of up 
to seven wines, allowing you to 
keep a souvenir wine glass with the 
name of the winery inscibed on it. 
However, if you would rather limit 
yourself to trying one or two wines, 
the tastings are usually free. 
Ifyouaretastingbringadriver's 
license forproofof age (21 years of 
age), a designated driver, and a big 
lunch.Orpickupabottleofanewly 
found taste at most local liquor 
stores. 
Be wine wary! Most grape nec-
tars are between 10 to 13 percent 
alcohol (20 to 26 proof). So plan a 
careful road trip down Route 89 and 
discover New York wine. 
Swirl, Swirl, Sip, Sip: 
The Techniques of Tasting 
There's more to wine tasting 
than throwing back your head in 
one large gulp. Bill Brown of 
Lalceshore suggests these tips: 
a Get a pear-shaped glass to 
taste. 
Q Swirl the wine vigorously to 
break the esters out of the wine. 
a Stick your nose down in the 
glass to smell, as 40 to 60 percent 
of the taste comes from the nose. 
a The tastebuds need time to 
adjust to different tastes, so take 
several small sips, each time try-
ing to discover new flavors. 
Brown dismisses universal la-
bels to describe wine flavors: 
hTastebuds are personal. How can 
you describe vanilla or chocolate 
tome?" 
Does one need specific glasses 
to taste different types of wine? 
Again Brown simply says,"AJI 
you need is a six or 11 ounce 
glass." 
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BallORa 
In the last three months 
we found and signed 11 
new models to major N. Y. 
modeling agencies 
including Wilhelmina, 
Metropolitan, Mode, Foster-
Fell, Paulines, and others. 
You could be next. 
Top New York f:ashion 
photographers will be 
testing in this area J:or one 
week only. Together with 
N.Y. hair and make-up 
artists, we turn average 
t:aces into cover girls. •~ 
you've got that special 
look, we"ll take you to New 
York - all expenses paid. 
THE ITIIACAN 11 
We're FaBbionique, Inc. - the largest 
model photography company in N.Y. 
and the best independent modeling 
scouts in the world. We discover new 
stars the right way - by watching 
them work with the top professionals 
in the business. 
We are on tour with the very same 
photographers and make-up artists 
used by every major modeling 
agency in New York. This year's 
photographers include such well-
known names as Barry Yee, Michael 
Keel, Sieve Ragland, Harvey Buus, 
Victor Vitug, Frank Marsi, Blair 
KruSJe, Greg Vandenberg, and Bruce 
Caines. 
Because top agencies pay us 
generous finders fees when we 
discover new talent, we can afford to 
test new models for prices 
unmatched in the industry. 
Have your look changed ~ice by top 
hair and . make-up artists. Test "'ith 
two different lending New York 
fashion photographers (36 poses 
with each - total of 72 poses) and 
you own all the film and negatives. 
Try it yourself or give it as 
a gift to someone special. 
FASHIONIQUE, INC. 
Limited Registftltio11t1 
For further infomiation, call: 
212-274-9505 
ONLY $195 
./Sell your car 
./Find a job 
./Find a tutor 
./Buy a boat 
./Rent a room ./Say hi to a friend 
Personal ads: $1 for 
the first 15 words, 10 
cents for each addi-
tional word. 
ITHACAN 
Other classifieds: $4 
for the first 15 words, 
15 cents for each addi-
tional word. 
Send to: The Ithacan, 
Park Communications 266 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Deadline: 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday publication 
Call 27 4-3208 for more information 
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Sonic Youth's 'Goo' provides 
refuge for guitar rock fans 
· LP 
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By Eric Holland 
Sonic Youth has been making bashing 
guitar rock albums for a decade and has 
accumulated a sizable, albeit underground 
following. 
Goo is their major label debutand a chance 
forthoscwhoaren'texperiencedtogetturned 
on to a searing act in these disheartening days 
of New Kids on the Block. 
The four piece band based in New York 
City features the strangled tornado guitar 
sounds ofThurston Moore and Lee Ranaldo. 
Kim Gordon's bass and Steve Shelley's drums 
compose the hard driving rhythm section 
while Kim and Thurston share singing re-
sponsibilities. 
The dissonant chords which provides Sonic 
Youth with a vicious edge are the result of 
unusually tuned guitars. They achieve a 
post-post-punk texture which is full, differ-
ent, and screams for volume. 
The album's opening cut, "Dirty Boots" 
sets the tone by hitting you with an eye-
opening groove. A sense of anticipation 
pervades the hypnotic progression of sound; 
you know they arc holding back and are 
ready to explode. The pay off is a brief but 
satisfying frenzy of strings and drums. 
"Tunic (Song for Karen)" tells the tale of 
Karen Carpenter's losing battle with anorexia 
nervosa. The tune has a wicked mood which 
is disturbingly appealing. 
Kim delivers a septic;,vocal over the lay-
ered guitars ... "I feel like I'm 
disappearing ... Getting smaller every day .. .I 
look in the mirror .. .I'm bigger in every way." 
The case ends up in heaven with Karen 
looking down and commenting ... "Hey Mom, 
look, I'm up here .. .! finally made it. . .I'm 
playing the drums again too ... Don't be 
sad ... The band doesn't sound half bad." 
Are the Sonics serious? It docsn' t matter 
because the music speaks for itself. Next is 
"Mary Christ" which is a straight rocker with 
Thurston on vocal. It gets the heads nodding 
and bodies slamming with more of a garage 
sound than the opening cuts. The core is hard 
and everything else is tight. 
As a teaser, "Mary Christ" ends with the 
riff of the next tune on Goo which features a 
cameo by Public Enemy's Chuck D. "Kool 
Thing" doesn't have any old riff, this is the 
riff. It is a most righteous combination of 
chords that is boldly infectious. 
Then Steve's drums smash through the 
licksandKimkicksinwithasexuallycharged 
vocal ... "Make it louder. (You have to.)" The 
climax comes when Kim asks ... "Hey Kool 
Thing ... Wh~t are you gonna do for me .. .l 
mean, are you gonna' liberate us girls from 
male, white, corporate oppression?" 
Meanwhile, out of nowhere, Chuck D. is 
rappingbehindher. "Ya,tellitlikeitis .. Word 
up ... Let everybody know." 
The groove kicks back in and drives to a 
smashing finish. Easily the song of the year, 
"Kool Thing" defines Goo. 
The assault on your ears continues with 
"Mote." Seven minutes plus of fuzzy power 
chords ripping through pounding percussion. 
Screeching guitars relentlessly stock 
Thurston's disembodied vocal with a full 
serving of distortion thrown in for good mea-
sure. This one is self-indulgent in a big way 
and drones out with a thud. 
"My Friend Goo" re-establishes the mo-
mentum lost with "Mote" with a cranking 
bass line and more fresh licks that demand 
you tum up the stereo again. 
The band is having some fun with this 
one ... "! know a secretortwoabout Goo ... She 
won't mind if I tell you ... She likes to wear 
green underwear and lays down most any-
where." 
ICB-TV wide variety of topics. 
Continued from page 9 
ICB's only show aimed at young-
sters. "Kid's ... " producer Sherilyn 
Cady created the show that features 
arts and crafts, singing, stories, and 
special reports for kids. 
Tom Costantino hosts Ithaca's 
only game show, "Couples Quiz," 
returning this year to test just how 
much roomates and couples know 
about each other. Producer Beth 
Grossfeld would also like to in-
volve the local community more, 
perhaps by dedicating a show to 
couples from the area. 
"Bomber's Football," produced 
Sure, ·the lyrical content is a bit convo-
luted, but rock would grow tiresome if every 
song actually meant something. 
Next is "Disappear" in which Scnic Youth 
achieves a perfect synchronization. This is 
a full-bodied piece. 
Crisp drumming and the inevitable under-
tones build a wall of sound Phil Spector 
would be proud of. "Mildred Pierce" fea-
tures a guest vocal by Jim Waters ... except it 
isn't really a vocal, it's more like a tortured 
soul screaming from the depths of Hell. 
Add the painful combination of sounds 
the Sonics are getting from their instruments 
and you're thrashing hard until it ends like a 
train derailing. 
If you liked the rest, you'll like 
"Cinderella'sBigScore"too. Itdoesn'tstray _ 
from the strategy and maintains the mood. 
"Cinderella .. " maintains the unity the album 
holds throughout, but is not a crucial track. 
Neither is "Scooter and Jinx" - - just in 
case the old fans weren't convinced by 
"Mote," this song makes it abundantly clear 
that Sonic Youth is not selling out now that 
they are on a major label. 
Luckily, it's only about a minute long and 
ends before any pennanent damage can be 
done to your hearing. 
Goo isn't out of gas quite yet, however, 
and the record's final song sends us out 
happy. A quickened pace on drums and more 
tasteful guitar runs characterize "Titanium 
Expose." 
Thurston and Kim trade vocals over the 
wonderful edge which grooves to the trium-
phant end. Nick Sansano and Ron Saint 
Germain helped produce an album which 
retains the rawness of Sonic Youth but keeps 
it clean enough to make it accessible to more 
than their inner circle of fans. 
Bryan Adams fans, this album may not be for 
I MUSIC REVIEW 
The dissonant chords 
which provide Sonic 
Youth with a ,vicious 
edge are the result of 
unusually tuned guitars. 
The album achieves a 
post-post punk texture 
which is full, different, 
and screams for 
volume. 
you. 
I 
This album is a unique experience which 
should belong in your album collection 
somewhere between the Ramones and the 
Velvet Underground. 
LANCOME~ 
PARIS ~ ~ 
"FASHION FORECAST: 
MATTE MAKEUP--THE FEEL OF VELVET. 
"Upstairs on the Left" will be 
receiving a potential audience of 
approximately six million people 
this year. The program has been 
selected for broadcast on the U-Net 
sattelite-distributed service oper-
ated by the National Association of 
College Broadcasters (NACB) , 
which will air the program on vari-
ous college TV stations across the 
United States. "Upstairs ... " origi-
nator Adam Agard will take over 
directing this year, while Scott 
Romedoes will produce. 
by Deborah Duever, will bring the 
game home live with play-by-play 
coverage starting September 22. 
Produced by Adam Wodon, the 
"Gridiron Report" will go over those 
games with the coach on Sunday 
nights. "Big Red Hockey Report" 
starts again in November with a 
"coach's comer" format and game 
highlights. Ashley_ Lomery pro-
duces. "Sportsweek," produced by 
Eric Lopkin, is a fast-paced sports 
report show that goes live every 
Thursday night 
YOUR ENTREE TO COLOURS THAT MOVE IN THE VERY 
BEST CIRCLES. COMPLIMENTS OF LANCOME, PARIS. 
Last year, ICB's "Anthology," a 
Serling-esque fiction program pro-
duced by Chris Kearney, also was 
chosen for national display. 
Many more shows were suc-
cessful enough to return this season. 
These shows run the gamut, from 
the avant-garde to the basic news 
format, and everything in between. 
An example of a show belong-
ingtothefonner category is "Edge," 
produced by Clay Enos. This series 
accepts independent student video 
and film productions. Conse-
quently, you can always find 
something very interesting, and just 
a bit out of the ordinary. 
Cara Giambrone produces "In 
Studio" this semester. This is the 
only program on ICB that highlights 
the perfonning arts. This is "In 
Studio's" second semester of pro-
duction. 
There are two magazine-fonnat 
programs airing this semester. 
"Campus Currents," produced by 
Eric Fersten, covers any issues 
and/or happenings pertaining to 
the campus life. "Panorama," pro-
duced by Robin Pelton, discusses a 
After a short hiatus, "Creeds" 
returns to question contemporary 
beliefs and spirituality. Marty Cain 
produces. 
"Newscene," Ithaca's only tele-
vised local weekend news, will 
focusing on on-the-spot news 
exclusives. With over 75 staff 
members,theNewscenetcamplans 
more detailed in depth coverage of 
events when they happen. Tara 
Carraro is news director, and Mary 
Bubala is news producer. 
Lastbutnotleast,isICB'slongest 
running comedy program, "The 
Nothing Special." Produced by 
Scott Bier, 'INS returns for its six-
teenth year. 
Withcableaccessto25,000pos-
sible viewers in the Tompkins 
County area, students have a great 
opponunity to exhibit their work. 
· ICB is the one to watch when 
keeping traCk of what goes on in the 
studios of the Park School of Com-
munications. After all, man can-
not live on "Happy Days" reruns 
alone, tempting as it may be. 
CLASH WITH DASH IN 
GETAWAY FASHION ... WITH 
LE TARTAN FROM LANCOME, 
PARIS, PACKED PERFECTLY 
WITH 5 SENSATIONAL 
LANCOME BEAUTIFIERS. 
YOUR GIFI' WITH ANY $15.00 
LANCOME PURCHASE. 
HQLEV'S 
ON THE COMMONS 
OPEN •TIL 9 P.M. THURS. & FRI. 
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Speaker 
adds humor 
to lecture 
on safe sex 
By James Fenno 
Perfonning comedy with a 
serious health issue as the theme 
may not be the easiest task to 
undertake, but 40-year-old Suzi 
Landolphi proved that it can be 
done successfully. 
The bouncy, enthusiastic co-
medienne filled the auditorium 
at Emerson Suites Sunday with 
her act entitled "Hot, Sexy, and 
Safer." She praised students for 
being part of a generation that 
she claims will be "sexually 
proud and confident." 
Using members of the audi-
ence comically to role-play 
groups at risk for sexually trans-
mitted disease, she stressed that 
communication, honesty, and 
trust in relationships will be the 
JJltimate weapons in fighting 
disease. 
She asked one girl to stretch a 
condom over the head of a vol-
unteer from the audience and 
said, "Now no guy can say that 
he won't wear a condom because 
it's too small!"Offensiveornot, 
the audience laughed and ap-
plauded enthusiastically. seem-
ingly receptive to her call for 
people to be "judgement free" 
and "look at safe sex with an 
open mind." 
Landolphi began perfonning 
for her daughter's high school 
in Massachusetts two years ago. 
Since then, she has perfonned at 
colleges and high schools from 
Ithacan / Norris Scott 
Suzi Landolphl 
perfonned Sunday for 
several hundred people 
In Emerson Suhes. 
Ariwna to Washington D.C. 
"Sometimes perfonning at 
high schools can be more satis-
fying," she said in an interview 
Sunday. "I don't change the 
material, but the students don't 
feel pressured to act sophisti-
cated, as college students 
sometimes do." 
Ithaca College students 
showed their appreciation for 
Landolphi immediately fol-
lowing the perfonnance. One 
student waited to congratulate 
her for "touching her deeply." 
Otherstudentsstayedtoexpress 
similar sentiments, rewarding 
her with hugs. 
"I hope people get what I get 
out of my perfonnance ... to be 
able to laugh about sex without 
putting anyone down, to be 
thinking about what I have said, 
and to leave with a good feel-
ing," she added. 
If Ithaca's reaction to Suzi 
Landolphi is an indication of 
what the future has in store for 
her and her message, she can 
expect admiration and respect 
See "Safe sex," page 16 
WELCOME 
to our 
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Renee's Bistro: a refreshing 
change in casual dining 
By Beth Roundy 
"I always said I'd never open a 
restaurant"-
ReneeSenne,ownerof the newly 
opened Renee's American Bistro, 
located at East Falls Street, changed 
her mind when opponunity pre-
sented itself in the form of an avail-
able restaurant building. 
Formerly, Senne taught at a 
cooking school in New York City. 
She said she loved teaching but 
missed the creativity involved in 
the actual cooking. 
In her new endeavor, Senne has 
plenty of occasion to dig her hands 
into the food. She does the cooking 
atherrestaurant, with thehelpofan 
apprentice. 
Renee's is a casual restaurant, 
where one can wear comfortable 
clothing and feel at home. The 
dining room emits a homey feeling, 
from the large potted plants to the 
paintings, maps and momentos on 
the walls. Senne said, "Since I'm 
never home, l' m trying to decorate 
it like my living room." 
The atmosphere isn't the only 
enjoyable aspect of Renee's. The 
service is also immpeccable. From 
the moment my dinner partner and 
I were seated and the waiter pulled 
my chair out, we recieved friendly 
and efficent service. The courses 
followed one another in a timely 
fashion, with neither too much nor 
too little time between each. 
Though the atmosphere was 
pleasant and the service outstand-
ing, the real test was the food. The 
menu offered appetizers from sal-
ads to soup in a price range from $3-
$8.50. The entree choices were 
Restaurant 
Review 
Renee's American Bistro 
somewhat limited, with seven meat 
or fish possibilities and three pasta 
selections. Senne said she kept the 
menu small so she could keep things 
more controlled. 
Although there wasn't a large 
array of options, each was described 
in such a tantalizing manner that 
the decision was still difficult. 
There was a balance of choices, 
with neither fish, meat nor chicken 
dominating. The entrees ranged in 
price from $7.75-$11.75. · 
While my companion and I were 
making a decision, we were served 
Gougere, tiny, light pastries filled 
with cheese. These were smooth 
and flakey, a pleasant beginning to 
the meal. 
Next, we received a basket of 
warm bread. The bread was soft on 
the inside, crisp on the outside. 
As an appetizer, l selected the 
soup of the day, Chicken Min-
estrone. Thesoupconsistedoflarge 
pieces of chicken, vegetables and 
pasta. The soup was spicy, though 
not too much so, and flavorful. 
After the soup, we were served 
traditional European-style salads, 
consisting of a bed of greens with a 
light vinigrette dressing. 
For my entree, I chose the roast 
leg of lamb, which came with white 
beans, garlic.leeks, shallots and 
potatos au grautin. 
The lamb was cooked to per -
fection, tender and succulent. The 
****"" {Five stars Is best) 
side dishes complemented the lamb, 
creating a blend of flavors to balance 
out the meal. 
My companion selected the 
london broil, which was served with 
potato cakes and grilled vegetables. 
It arrived sliced in thin, tender strips • 
and was juicy and full of flavor. 
By the time we finished our en-
trees, we had eaten plenty, but des-
sert was too tempting to resist. We 
were served a dessert sampler, 
which consisted of several bite-
sized sarnplesarranged appealingly , 
on a plate and decorated with a 
swirling of syrups and sauces. 
The morsels ranged from tarts to 
cheesecake to chocolate mousse. 
Each was light and delicious, the 
perfect end to a delectable meal. 
Senne, · who attended La 
V arenne, a cooking school in Paris, 
said that she serves food which is 
"classic American with a French 
influence." Since graduating from 
school, she has worked as a teacher, 
chef and pastry chef. 
Her education and experience .,. 
with fine cuisine shows clearly in 
her efforts at Renee's, a great addi-
tion to Ithaca's dining scene. 
Renee's is open for lunch Mon-
day-Friday 11 :30 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Brwich on Sunday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Dinner Monday- Saturday 5 :30 
p.m. -10 p.m. and late niglu Thurs 
day, Friday and Saturday until 12 
a.m. 
Try one of Rogan's 10 Gourmet Pizzas 
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 
WEEKEND MASSES~ 
TBE 
BOMBER SPECIA~ 
HAPPY BOUR 
EVERY SUNDAY AT: 
10: 15 am, 1 :00 pm, 9:00 pm 
Daily Masses : 
Mon., Wed., Fri. at noon 
Tues. at 5:15 pm 
ALL SERVICES AT MULLER CHAPEL 
CHAPLAINS: 
Rev. John DeSocio Sr. Virginia Taylor 
* CALL ROGAN'S 
*BE1WEEN 6 AND 10PM MENTION 
THE "BOMBER PIZZA SPECIAL" 
*GET 1 FREE TOPPING FOR 
EACH ONE YOU BUY 
THAT'S RIGHT: 
2 for 1 TOPPINGS 
4 for 2 TOPPING$ 
6 for 3 TOPPINGS 
YOU GET THE PICTURE 
.........,__,;,*2 FREE COKES WITH LARGE PIZZA 
* 2 FREE COKES WITH SMALL PIZZA 
* FREE PIZZA DELIVERY 
IC's PIZZA HOTLINE 
273-6006 
PIZZA & SUBS 
TOGO 
'We gladly accept Visa And Mastercard 
on all food deliveries' 
.. 
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Lance Crouther brings laughs to the Pub 
SAB Cabaret 
Comedian 
performs for a 
large student 
turnout 
By Cindy Rouch 
Look out Eddie Murphy~ an up and com-
ing star is hot on your tail. Comedian Lance 
Crouther brought the Pub crowd to near 
'hysteria during his show on Wednesday, 
Sept 12 . Many of the audience members 
recognized Crouther from his appearances 
on "Showtime at the Apollo" and "MTV's 
Half-hour Comedy Hour." 
Crouther has performed everywhere from 
L.A. to London for crowds of two to four 
thousand. Most of his work, however, has 
been done for big city comedy chains and 
colleges. 
But wait, there's more. Crouther has 
performed on the "Yo! MTV Laughs!" spe-
cial, "Comic Strip Live," various cable net-
works, and has opened for the "Cosby Show," 
Ray Charles, Whitney Houston, and Barbara 
Mandrel. He will also portray a homeless 
man on NBC's pilot episode of "Life Sto-
ries." 
Ironically, Crouther never intended to go 
into comedy. It first interested him during 
high school, after performing in comedy 
·-sketches (a la Monty Python) with a group of 
friends. They called themselves Mary Wong, 
the joke being the fact that all the members 
were of African-American descent 
Although comedy now has him hooked, 
he has his sights set on another profession. 
Crouther explained, "I want to be a stand-
up comic for most of my career, but my main 
goal is to be a film maker. I've written 
material for other comics and some scripts. I 
just like the idea of puttin~ stuff ~ether like 
images and that type of thing." 
Like most performers, Crouther has his 
idols. Richard Pryor is the "end-all" for him. 
He's also chuckled at Woody Allen and 
Monty Python at times. His biggest influ-
ence is Rodney Winfield, a fifty to sixty year 
old "genius." Winfield was Richard Pryor's 
protege whose act was banned for being too 
radical. . 
A man with idols like these has got to be 
funny. Judging from the way the Pub was 
r;S"i~med, the crowd thought so too. 
Norris Scott, Cabaret Chair for the Stu-
dent Activities Board, had this to say about 
the show's t\llllouL 'There have never been 
somanypeopleinthePubCoffeehouseinthe 
last couple "of years. At least 300 people 
came. I thought he brought a lot of diversity 
of many aspects of life into his act which not 
-many comedians do." 
With so many insane and bizarre things 
happening in the world, you can imagine 
how hard it is to make people laugh. When 
I asked Crouther why he thought his act was 
funny, he said, "I have no idea." He then 
went on to explain how an earlier crowd 
llhacanrrom Arundel 
Lance Crouther performs for a big crowd at the Pub Coffeehouse last Wednesd~y. 
"There have never been so many people in the Pub 
Coffeehouse in the last couple of years.At least 300 
people came ... he brought diversity in many aspects 
of life into his act, which not many comedians do." 
-Norris Scott/SAB Cabaret Chair 
those of you who couldn't be steered away 
from the clutches of comedy. 
Totheaforementioned,hesaysthis,"Don't 
watch comedy. If you do, you will end up 
very generic. You'll do what everyone else 
does without intending to. If there's some-
body you really like then study that person, 
but don't watch everyone. Then you might 
end up with your own identity." 
Aaah,comedy. Fora profession that deals 
mainly with laughter and happiness, it sure 
has many a pitfall. 
Croutherexplained, "Now there's a back-
lash in this country and in England too. There's 
a lot of censorship for instance. There are 
some comedians who take their acts too far 
and then it backlashes on everybody else. 
Now it's like if you say anything off-color or 
aren't totally clean, somebody is ,eady to be 
off ended or jump up." 
Crouther went on to describe a recent 
incident that took place in London. In his act, 
Crouther based one of his pieces on 
homophobia. He said he didn't want to make 
fun of gays, but developed the piece from a 
true experience. He thought il would be 
intriguing, and might help him get something 
off his chest about relating to the audience. 
Well, as you might have guessed, the gay 
community had a fit and held protests. In the 
end, Crouther was not allowed to perform 
that particular piece. 
Crouther described his feelings on the 
matter. "It didn't really bother me because it 
wasonlyone piece and I had other material to 
do. it was just the principle t;l,iat I know I'm 
not the type of person that they conceived. I 
challenged myself and I wanted to discuss 
the idea. Through this incident I realized 
wh·ere this country and that country are 
headed. You're not going to be able to be 
creative anymore. Everybody's gonna be 
limited as artists." 
As for being offensive, Crouther'sact was 
far from it IC freshman, Stephanie Frankos, 
summed it up beautifully. 
"It was a really good show. I didn't find 
it offensive in any way. It was just good fun." 
Now back to the pitfalls. You thought we 
were through? We can't leave out the heck-
lers. Crouther admits to being haied and 
booed by audiences. He's also come close to 
having nervous breakdowns on stage. He 
does, however, have a philosophy on the 
matter. 
He explained, "Comedy is a personal thing. 
You can'tpl~~yerybody. It'!i terrible on 
yo~'ego beca~·you.want-tbat·immediate 
didn't respond as enthusiastically as the IC thing new every day. Sometimes you do response. It's one thing not to get it, but it's 
crowd. Crouther then described how he stays something for years and it doesn't work. another thing .to be completely rejected and 
sanethroughitall. Thenonedayyoujustaddasimplewordand scorned. It can be the worst thing in the 
"You go through so many of those ups and all of a sudden it works." world, but if you ask any comic who's been 
downs until you either go crazy or you just He doesn't always work alone, however. aroundforany length of time, they'll all have 
accei;t it The act was what I thought was His wife Robin Montague is also a stand-up that same story." 
funny so I perfonned it. If they laugh, great. comic. The pair have worked together in When I asked him if he would do it all 
lftheydon't,Ican'tbeatmyself overthehead London, andwerefeaturedinthelastissueof over again if he could he replied, "If l had 
anymore." Jet magazine. Which, by the way, donned a done comedy in a previous life, and I lived 
Like the audiences that love or hate them, cover of Richard Pryor. again knowing I had a chance to do some-
routines too can be fickle. Crouther admits Now for the part all you future comics thing different, I would do something com-
that he thinks of some jokes just minutes have been waiting for ... his advice. pletely different. 
before his shows begin. Then again, there are Crouthez says, "DON'T DO IT! I don't Cabaret Chair Norris Scou says that he ex-
the jokes he's been working on since 1968. want to see any more comedians. There are ~ts attendance to at leastdouble for the 
Crouther explained the difficult task of billions of us. It's like an assembly line." October 25 comedy performance by Stevie 
putting a show together.· "I try to do some- Don't worry. He also gave oovice for 0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~ 
DA TING SERVICE FOR SINGLE PROFESSORS 
AND COLLEGE ADMINISTRATORS 'Iliien-PliU 
G) Service covers over25 universities in4-yearcolleges in the Upstate 
New York area ONLY. 
© Exclusively for college professors and college administrators dean 
level and above. 
0 Run with intelligence arul good sense by a Ph.D. In depth, in-person 
interview. No Computers. 
0 Located in the Utica. NY area. For a packet of information, write: . 
Dr. Allen Manning, 8 Bristol Rd., Clinton. NY 13323. 
To those who've sun this ad: Please pass itontofr~M! who~ghl_ have 
an interest in using this service (andwhomighl MtotMrwiu noliu this ad). 
WHAT'S HAPPENING 
on campus? 
Find out every Thursday in The Ithacan 
OP'E'J{_ 'D!llf L'Y 
Afan · 'Tfiurs 11am - 10:00pm 
:Fri -Sat 11am - 10:30pm 
Surufay 11am - 9:30pm 
'VI'E'l!l{9t!Jvf 'ES'E & O{I'J{'ES'E 
C'l.11S I'J{'E 
:Free Luncli & 'Dinner 
f])e{ivery * 
272 -3357 
208 ~ 'IIO(j-Jl S'L - near tlie. commons 
'Ta~-out /~ervations 273-6604 
we accept credit-cards for cfefivery * cal[ for information 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 1990 - 91 
STUDENT CONGRESS 
REPRESENTATIVES 
' 
TERRACES UPPER QUADS 
Terrace 1 Katherine Bums Boothroyd Julie Cohen 
Terrace 2 Hilliard Linda Shepard 
Terrace 3 Holmes Rachel Watson 
Terrace 4 Paula Quenoy Hood 
- Katherine Ruff 
Terrace 5 Elizabeth Ducker Rowland Katina Stergakof 
Terrace 6 Michelle Stem Talcott Linda Cleypool 
Terrace 7 Heather Freed 
Terrace 8 
Terrace 9 Holly Stevens 
Terrace 10 Stefanie Marina LOWER QUADS 
Terrace 11 Laurie Goldstein 
Terrace 12 Bogart Laura~Reitmann 
Clarke Raeanne Speiles 
Eastman David Gellar 
TOWERS Landon Cassie Le Barge Janet Men tore 
East Leisel Potter Josh Mishara 
Traci Scott Tonya Tibbetts 
Jeff Harden West Stephen Filipiak Lyon Brant Oliver ChristineFitts New Hall David Rossen Julie Oriel John Blackstein 
Randy Zagorin David Lareau 
HODSON HEIGHTS BUSINESS 
Margo Lowenstein Mike Dolan 
Laurie Massicotte Erin Cheney 
HUMANITIES AND SCIEN~ES HSHP 
Chris Dyer Susan Bruner 
Rick Edwards Allison Liss 
Nina Baccala 
Frederick Grieco QFF -CAMP!lS 
David Newman 
- Stefanie Blumberg 
Samantha Stein Shawna Mulhemin 
CQMMllNICATIQNS Victoria Chase Jeff Ungvary 
Matt Cronin Molly Surden 
Jill Cohen Dave Fleisher 
Jennifer Norton Lisa Itolvecka 
FIRST CONGRESS MEETING SEPTEMBER J18TH 
J OPEN TO ALL 
S,tu.d.en.t- Gove-r.n.m.e,n.t. A.ss.<Ot=c·iat·ii@,rru. 
' Third Floor Camp1U1.s CCeli1l.terr 
274- 3377 
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9Postcards' gives glimpse 
cof life iriside Hollywood 
Movie Review * * * * "" 
Postcards from the Edge (Five stars Is best) 
Shirley MacLaine portrays Doris 
as a nice Joan Crawford. She is not 
a monster mother. She really cares 
for her daughter. Her only fault is 
not acknowledging her own alco-
holism. She claims she only drinks 
socially. Suzanne counters this by 
telling her mother she only took 
acid socially. 
role after the two leads. As Jack 
Falkner, he is a connection to 
Suzanne's drug addict past who 
resurfaces in her post-addiction 
phase. He is a lying womanizer 
who has no place in Suzanne's life 
once she is off drugs, but she has to 
discover this for herself. 
Some of the 
scenes seem so 
ridiculous that the 
viewer has no 
choice but to 
laugh. 
By Joel Fenster 
Director Mike Nichols' last film, 
Working Girl, was overrated, 
overhyped, and over-nominated for 
the Oscars. It was, at most, a cute 
film that really didn't deserve the 
praise it got. However, Nichols' 
new work, Postcards From The 
Edge, does deserve to be treated the 
way Working Girl was. 
Postcards From The Edge is 
funny, touching, sweet, and a nice 
insight into the simplicities and 
Safe sex 
Continued from page 13 
from a rapidly growing audience. 
Landolphi will be making a video 
of "Hot, Sexy, and Safer" at 
Princeton University this spring 
with a release in video stores some-
time next summer. 
•ir chose Princeton for my video 
because there is a large minority 
population," she said, adding that 
the more diverse the audience ap-
pears in the video, so too will be the 
number of people who decide to 
watch iL 
After Sunday night's show, 
Landolphi said that her greatest sat-
isfaction comes from the apprecia-
tion she gets from people for allow-
ing them to sort out their strange 
feelings about sex. 
For more 
than 
the score 
Read 
Ithacan· 
Sports 
every week 
You:ir 
0 0 
op1n1on. 
counts 
Letters to the edito 
every Thursday 
The 
Ithacan 
Send letters to Park 
Communications Room 266 
by 7 p.m. Sundays 
complexities of Hollywood. 
The plot revolves around ac-
tress Suzanne Vale (Meryl Streep) 
and her relationships with people as 
she is trying to kick a drug habit 
One of the most important people 
she has to deal with is her mother, 
Doris Mann (Shirley Macl..aine), 
an alcoholic, has-been singer/ac-
tress. 
The relationship between mother 
and daughter is nothing like the one 
between Joan and Christina 
Crawford as depicted in Mommie 
Dearest. 
Doris nags S uzanneonly because 
she wants her daughter to have the 
best in life. Suzanne, however, 
seems to feel her mother did too 
much to give her everything.Giving 
a nine-year-old sleeping pills when 
she can't sleep is a bit extreme. 
Some of the other characters 
Suzanne has to cope with are her 
grandparents, a love interest, the 
producers of her first film after she 
has kicked the drug habit, the doc-
tor who pumped her stomach when 
she took too many pills, and the 
director of her film just before she 
goes in for rehabilitation. 
Each of these characters is 
brought to life by actors who can 
hold their own against personalities 
like Meryl Streep and Shirley 
MacLaine. 
It is the acting that moves the 
film along. Ms. Streep once again 
reinforces the fact that she is one of 
the greatest actresses of today. She 
also shows that she can handle 
comedy, and has a penchant for 
singing as well. 
StreepplaysSuzanneasa woman 
with a goal. Once she has brushed 
death with her drug habit she be-
comes detennined to kick them for-
ever. 
The other characters are played 
by high caliber actors who bring 
their own special traits to their roles. 
Gene Hackman plays Lowell, the 
director who threatens to kill 
Suzanne if she allows her drug habit 
to ruin his film. He only says this to 
her because he cares. 
Richard Dreyfuss is Dr. 
Frankcnthal,whopumpsSuzanne's 
stomach and then asks her out when 
they meet under latercircwnstances. 
Rob Reiner also appears briefly as 
a producer who wants Suzanne to 
take a drug test in order to act in his 
film. 
Dennis Quaid has the biggest 
The screenplay is by Carrie 
Fisher and is based on her semi-
autobiographical novel of the same 
name. · 
It is tightly written. Some of the 
humor is derived from scenes that 
takeplaceonmoviesets. The things 
that occur on them seem so ridicu-
lous that the viewer has no choice 
but to laugh. 
Mike Nichols' direction keeps 
the movie flowing smoothly from 
scene to scene. With this film, he 
has picked a well written script to 
work from. 
Any Oscar nominations that 
come to Postcards From The Edge 
will definitely be well deserved. 
''I promised myself I'd lose 30 lbs. 
by my 30th birthday. 
Thanks to Nutri/System, I did!' 
"My friends thought that turning 30 would 
upset me. So on my birthday, they ca/fed 
up to extend their condolences. To 
their surprise, I was busy celebrating. 
I had just reached my weight Joss goal. 
Losing 30 lbs. was the best present I 
could have given myself. And I'll always 
be thankful to Nutri/System for.making_. 
thi~ birthday easier to handle. _ 
I look _and feel young no~. 
In fact, when I tell people 
I'm 30, they don't believe 
me. What a thrill." 
U\~ 
~ 
Try the Nutri/Systerrf 
Crave-Free ... Weight Loss 
Program that includes a 
variety of delicious meals 
and Craving Control'" 
snacks, nutritional and 
behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and weight 
maintenance. 
Don't Wait, 
Call Today. 
Our client, 
Charlene Berry, 
lost 30 lbs 
We Succeed 
Where Diets 
Fail You.® 
nutri/system 
weight loss centers 
=~-W~illi~WBGHf$--8-9~-- 71 
COUPON YOU CAN FOR ONLY 
• ·w,th•a: tao r;.a;:io so~~Vthe Nutn/Oata• computer program for your weight loss goal. Special off or does not include tho cost of NUTRI/SYSTEM food• mamtononco I 
or V roa t roug Ac!1vity Plan and cannot bo combined w,th other offors. Vahd only w,th tho purchase ol o program by now clIonts at O panic,paling contor 
Ono discount per parson. I 
n g~pon oxpiros: 12131/90 ~ ~ ~ -
ITHACA 
257-8730 
Lansing Village Place 
~r1700Conte19lntomatlonaUy. tw.l laiiiiol liiiillllf! 
-----~-"!"------==-
I 
I 
~4'1WMRJ11~ I 
-lght 1-centa;;-J I aai::m ____ ;;;.a 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
Amanda, Marcia + Denise -
Sunday night was great! Let's do it 
again! Sisters: We blew them away 
on the dance floor Friday nighL We 
MUST do it again! Love and SSF. 
Leslie 
Fellow Honiculturists -
I think our two favorite "plants" 
need some watering, don't you?! 
-No. 5ive 
My Token Heterosexual Friend -
Shave, or I'm sending you Advil, if 
you know what I mean! 
Love, Me 
On second thought. Keep that 
thing on your face & forget the 
aspirin. 
Jenny-
Congratulations! You've finally 
fallen for a straight man! Good 
luck ... 
Love, Your Curled Admirer.You 
know who. 
To all sophmore, junior+ senior 
women: 
Looking for fun? Delta Phi '.Zeta's 
LAST two rush parties are SepL 
27th + OcL 1st (Monday) at 
8:00 pm in the Terrace One 
Lounge. See you there! 
Tom&Katz-
Here'smoneybootingats.u:!Goua 
love the Dome Dogs and pizza 
chunks. bbb - Gum. I'm a college 
gagaduat 
Squecbsquab 
Cin-
PERSONALS 
Dumpling Head -
Thanks for coming to see me, I love 
you now and forever. Many re-
spectful things, 
Mush Monster 
NARBO-
Six months already?! This calls for 
McDonalds .. J'll bring the" Andres". 
Thank you for every minute. I love 
you. 
T.B. 
Mike-
it isn't the same w/o you. Miss 
you.love you more! 
Always, Jenn 
Rick-
you are so cute! How about a secret 
rendezvous with a "bass player"? 
STAN 
Dave-
Yo baby yo Baby yo! Oh ... Did I 
wake you? ... I'll win. 
Love, Mc 
HBDLeslie! 
Congrats to my Senior 
f riends ... Bergie & Fifi W ednes-
days? 
Love & SSF, Schmeff 
Poor Student I'll do anything for 
money. Interested? 
Write: New Residence Hall 
P.OBox 310. 
Jen & Sandy-
Hope all is going well in London. 
We all miss you very much! 
Love, The Girls 
Jen -
CLASSIFIEDS 
DJ. • HOWIE MAUI * DJ. 
Clubs, organizations, frats, 
anyone ... oldies, dance, singalongs 
and more ... Having a party give me 
a call. 256 - 4528 
WANT OUT OF YOUR 
CURRENT HOUSING? 
AV AILABLEIMMEDIATELY: 
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT 
Location: 1051 DanbyRoad,Ithaca, 
N.Y. 10 minute walk to I.C., Fe-
male preferred. Call 273 - 9300 
FOUND IN MAY ON 968: 
A bag of sweaters, must identify. 
274 - 3153. Ann or Esther. 
BLANKETf 100% WOOL 
BRITISH HOSPITAL $15.00 
WOOL PANTS FOR THOSE 
COLD WINTER DAYS $8.98 
AND UP. GUN & TACKLE 
504 WEST STA 1E STREET 
FOR SALE: 
86 Spectrum, Excellent condition, 
53,000 miles, 4 door, 5 speed. Call 
274 - 3821, 659 - 5831, after 5. 
BEAUTIFUL SPRING 
Sublet Available Jan. 1 - Aug l.; 
laundry facilities, storage, 2 bath-
rooms + 2 kitchens, microwave; 
great housemates - Downtown -
close to Commons + bus routes -
$250/mo + electric cooking gas -
442 North Geneva - 256 - 5085 -
Jennifer. 
HELP WANTED 
Gymnastics instructors. Leave 
message. 273- 5187. 
Misscd ya this weekend! - Do you 
get off in Waterloo? I miss vou the most ever! I can't Bri wait until we see Big Ben and Par-
----------- liament! Love and miss you! 
Best Fundraisers on Campus! 
Is your fraternity, sorority or club 
interested in earning $500.00 to 
$1,000.00 for a one week, on cam-
pus marketing project? You must 
be well-organized and hard work-
ing. Call Eli:zabeth U. at (800) 592 
-2121. 
Traub-
I know you! Eddie Murphy, FY! 
SMD! Bills will triumph in the 
Meadowlands against the Jersey 
Jets!. 1:30, cookies, ya .... 
Buck 
Karen -
Have you gotten your 'coat caught 
in the door' lately? 
Dude 
Rory-
Here's your personal! Thanks for 
dessert on SaL too. 
Hung-
Fore! 85 for 12 holes, not bad, ex-
cept the boot at the 19th hole! We 
forgot to pay the caddies! Chi Chow? 
Buddah 
To all who came to the party 
Friday-
Thanx for trashing our house. Let's 
do it again sometime. 
The Brothers of Pi Lambda Chi 
BOBO-
Had a great time at Pi Lam this 
weekend. When's the next one? 
Vern 
To the Brothers of Pi Lambda Chi 
We bad a great time at your party. 
Thanx a lot!!! We love you! 
Love-n-ssf, Us 
Schmeff-
Thankyou for being my best friend. 
I love you. Love & SSF. 
Leslie 
To the sisters of Delta Phi Zeta -
Thank.youforyour love,suppon& 
caring over the past 3 years. I'm 
psyched to spend my Senior year as 
a sister of DPhiZ. Get psyched for 
rush! Love & SSF. 
Leslie 
Michelle 
To the Pi Lambda Chi Fraternity -
Congratulations on the success of 
your party. When is the next one? 
Can't wait!!! Love and SSF always. 
Your Secret Admirers 
Bergie-
You are more than just a 
friend ... You're my sister. Delta Phi 
Zeta forever. I love you very much. 
Love and SSF 
Nini 
To the Sisters of Delta Phi Zeta -
l'msoexcitedaboutRUSH!! Ilove 
you all. 
Hot P.R. Mama 
CLASSIFIEDS 
ROOMS FOR RENT: 
Want out? Immediate opening-
large contemporary one bedroom, 
furnished, month to month, walk to 
I.C., Female. 273 - 9300. 
MONTGOMERY WARD -
Sales Associates, various depart-
ments; Commission sales, various 
departments; Maintenance; Ware-
house. Apply Pyramid Mall. 
WSI INSTRUCTORS NEEDED 
For swim program. Stipend paid. 
For infonnation Call Kristen 2S7 -
5170 or 273 - 3223. 
2BEDROOM -
Furnished Apartment 319 
Hillview Place. A vailablc now or 
next semester. $450+ 273 - 5370. 
FAST 
FUND RAISING 
PROGRAM 
$1000 in just one week 
Earn up to S 1000 for your campus 
organization. plus a chance at sso_oo 
more! This program works! No m-
vcstment needed. Call 1-800-932-
0528 Ext. 50. 
ENERGETIC PERSON -
To be a representative for 
Coppertonc Springbreak trips to 
Cancun Daytona, Nassau and Ja-
maica. 
1
Best program available 
ANYWHERE .. Great incentives 
and free trips possible. Call for more 
infonnation ... 1-800-222-4432 and 
ask for Brenda or Bruce. 
CAL VIN AND HOBBES 
[)ONT TR:-< TO 
CO?'{ ti\'{ 
/\~WE.RS 
nus Tit<\£., 
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/'>. BETTtR 
SC~~~ 
'{c:,.J 00. 
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GET~ ~IG\\'c.R 
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ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
1.SENDTO: 
The Ithacan 
Park Communications 
953 Danby Road 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
2.DROPOFF: 
At the Ithacan Office 
Park Communications 
Room266 
IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS 
The Ithacan 
Park Communications 
(Care of Intercampus Mail) 
DEADLINE: 
Monday before 5:00 pm to insure 
publication on the following 
Thursday. 
PERSONAL: 
BUSINESS: $1.00 for the first 15 words, 
$4.00 for the first J? worcts, S.10 for each additional word. $.15 for each add1L1onal word. 
NAME: ______________ _ 
ADDRESS:---------------
PHONE NUMBER: ____________ _ 
DATES TO RUN: _____________ _ 
MESSAGE: 
THE FAR SIDE 
By GARY LARSON 
K©©A \~_ 
~ C\~ll C19&10Wtwlldlf---. 
~by ............ ~Syrdca9 
"A Louie, Louie ... wowooo ... we 
gotta go now ... '" 
By BILL WATTERSON 
'{QIJ t,\\G~1 fl..S Will. 
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·:Men's soccer led by London native 
i Ithaca junior 
: Andy Poklad 
:adjusts to 
American 
/life, soccer 
I 
• i By Jen Pincus 
·1 If you've been to an Ithaca 
College men's soccer game this 
season, you've noticed the team's 
vociferous center forward, Andy 
Poklad. 
'Tm pretty vocal on the field," 
Poklad said, "I think communica-
tion is very important." 
Loud as he may be, the reason a 
spectator would notice Pok.lad's 
voice is his strong English accent. 
1 Poklad hails from Surrey, En-
i gland. He is a junior corporate 
I communicationsmajorandhasbeen 
I a starting player on the Bomber soccerteam since his freshman year. 
! As a freshman, Poklad tallied 
five goals for the Bombers. His 
eight during his sophomore cam-
paign were the second best on the 
squad. He earned second team All-
'"·1cAC honors last season. 
Poklad made the decision to 
enroll at IC through the suggestion 
of current IC senior and one of the 
Bomber captains, Nick Bramley. 
As home, Poklad had planned to 
play for a Sunday pub team, which 
would have been strictly recre-
ational. Here, the squad practices at 
least two tiours each day, and a 
much greater commitment to the 
1 sport and team is required. 
"I wasn 'tgoing to play seriously 
after high school, I just expected to 
play for some Sunday pub team. 
One night, Nick (Bramley) sug-
gested coming to Ithaca and it 
sounded like a good idea," Poklad 
said. 
Poklad has been playing soccer 
(European football) for as long as 
r 
:_.;}:_\f ·!_ Jf~ 
, ' · ·- ITHACAN I Amy Kweskin 
Junior center froward Andy Poklad In a moment of reflection with head coach Andy Byrne 
he can remember. He started play-
ing competitively in youth soccer 
when he was eighL He continued to 
play while he was attending board-
ing school. 
In Europe, soccer is more widely 
enjoyed by the masses as a specta-
tor sport than in America Players 
corning out ofEwope tend to have 
a better feel for the game and seem 
to be able to understand it better. 
For Poklad, the transition from 
European football to American 
soccer had its ups and downs . 
"When I first came over, I had to 
get used to the weather, it's usually 
very cold and wet in England. Here, 
I have to play in the heat which I 
don't like, so pre-season is pretty 
tough. In England, the pace of the 
game tends to be slower. Over here, ' 
everything seems to go 100 miles 
an hour," Poklad said. 
In addition, sports are not taken · 
as seriously in England as they are 
in the U.S. 
Part of what made the transition 
easy for Poklad was the strong 
knowledge of the Bomber coaching 
staff. 
"I'm happy to be in a situation 
where the coach (Andy Byrne) 
knows what he's doing. He has a 
good ground and knowledge of the 
game," Poklad said. 
Poklad seems exttemely opti-
mistic about the Bombers' chances 
for success this season. 
On the front line he feels that 
freshman Jason Dove looks prom-
ising. 
"Jason and I have a similar un-
derstanding of the game. We com-
pliment each other up front and I 
am happy to see him score," Poklad 
said. 
Poklad feels sttOngl y about team 
unity. "I cam only have a good 
game if the whole team creates 
scoring opportunities and we are 
controlling the game," PokJad said. 
Poklad said, "We're looking 
preuy solid. We have a lot of seniors 
on the team and we certainly have a 
Jot of potential to go a long way." 
With a record of 4-1 to start the 
1990 season, it looks like Poklad's 
prediction is right on track. 
!Men's and women's fall crew seasons get underway 
By Eileen Hendler 
As the fall 1990 crew season 
gets under way, both the women's 
:and men's squads are hoping to 
build upon their success of last 
season. 
The men's and women's novice 
OPEN 
'til 3:00 A.M. 
FIH.& SAT. 
J 
Serving 
• Breakfast 
• Hot& Cold 
Sandwiches 
• Hot& Cold 
Subs 
• Salods 
The ROSEBUD 
Restaurant 
The Commons 272-5708 
. 
teams bring their strength and ac-
complishments to the varsity squad, 
while the coaches struggle to make 
the best combinations of the new 
and returning varsity rowers. 
Among last year's triumphs 
success is the victory that all crew 
More than the score 
teams shoot for, the Dad Vails'. 
As the final race of the season, 
the Dad Vails serve as the peak of 
college rowing competition. About 
105 different schools participated 
in the championships and the Ithaca 
College men's novice lightweight 
You Know 
She Wants One 
~lt1IeM&11L. 
~TI !il~ef BOH5 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd • Collcgctown 
273 - 4857 
We Deliver 
Ithacan 
Sports 
boat gave Bombers their first Dad 
Vail victory since 1983. 
Ithaca outraced 22 other crews 
in their division to secure the win 
and finish the season with a 7-0 
record. 
In all, four Ithaca boats advanced 
to the finals supplying Ithaca with 
two additional sixth place finishes 
and one fifth place finish. 
lthacawillrelyonthetalentfrom 
last season to improve on last years 
results. Expectations are high as 
Ithaca opens their fall season on 
Saturday. Sept. 29th in Albany. 
BA/KA Computers 
Call Today 257-2070 
E4ucatlonal f.D. l't</ulrrd. 
P.O. 'J & L.O. 'J acrtpltd. 
Wl:llt wppll•J /all. 
"COMMUNITY CORNERS" 200 PLEASANT GROVE RD. 
Se tember 20 1990 
. ' ,. ;,...... •, ' . ' ' ~ ' 
ENI 
Seniors and alumni friends invited free of charge to a pre-game continental breakfast. 
SATURDAY SEPT. 22 
10-12 Noon 
CAMPUS CENTER : KLINGENSTEIN LOUNGE 
Come anytime between 10-12, grab a bite to eat, 
and catch up with alumni and senior PT's home from the Bronx. 
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SPONSORED BY THE SENIOR CLASS '91, THANKS TO THE OFFICE OF ALUMNI RELATIONS 
00 CO) NID) AW NIT (GJ IHI T JF CO) CO) T IIB AlL JL 
·rrN TIHIJE 1P11JIIB 
SEPTEMBER 24, 1990 
8:30 PM 
$1 WITH SENIOR CARD 
$2WITHOUT 
BOTH OVER AND UNDER 21 WELCOMED/ PROPER I.D. REQUIRED 
BIG SCREEN T.V. /SNACKS/ BEVERAGES 
0IIBW ~JE§JE~V A TJI(O)N (O)NJL Y0 
§JENJI(O)~ ID)IlNNJE~ AT TIHIJE Jf(O)WJEffi CCJLllJIIB. 
TUESDAY OCTOBER 2, 1990 
6:00 P.M. PROMPT 
$14 WITH SENIOR CARD 
$15 WITHOUT 
MUST PAY IN ADVANCE FOR RESERVATION 
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY SEPT. 24, 25, 26 
10-2 PM CA:rvlPUS CENTER LOBBY 
SEA TING LIMITED FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS ONLY 
SENIOR CARD UPDATE ~ 
Senior Cards are available in the Student Activities Office, 3rd floor of the Campus Center. 
· Remember Your tDJ 
Remember to call 274-3377 with your ideas, suggestions, or your donation of time. 
Just ask for a Senior Class Officer. Thanks for your support! 
~0 THE ITHAl:AN 
IBy Christa Anon 
and Willie Rubenstein 
First, New York's pitching staff 
is arguably the best in ~all. 
September is here and, although 
the weather is getting colder, all but 
one of the pennant races are heating 
up. 
American 
League 
New York 
In Frank Viola, Sid Fernandez, 
David Cone, Dwight Gooden and 
Ron Darling (0. K., don't count 
~ling) the Mets have four quality 
starters. 
Fernandez comes at you from 
the left, throwing some nasty high 
heal Unless you live in another coun-
try, or possibly in Ithaca, you know 
that the Oakland A's have, for all 
intensive purposes, sewn up the 
American League West title. You 
should also know that the Red Sox 
are about to choke, again. 
AL West 
The A's, leading the league in 
Mets 
or 
From the right side, Gooden can 
overpowerwithhisfastballorfreeze 
anyone with his curveball. His 
record is 17-6. 
Cone, leads the Mets in 
strikeouts, with 206 and Viola is 
tied for the league lead for victories 
with 19. 
pitching with a team ERA of 3.08 
and 15 shutouts,are lOgamesahead 
of the second place Chicago White 
Sox and are looking strong. 
Bob Welch, 24-6, is battling his 
own teammate, fellow right-hander 
Dave Stewart for the American 
League Cy Young award . 
Oakland A's? 
All four, Cone. Gooden, 
Fernandez and Viola, are ranked 
two through five among the 
strikeout leaders in the National 
League. 
Coming out of the bullpen, John 
Franco leads the league in saves, 
with 33, and leads the Mets in ERA, 
2.27, · 
Stewartis20-10witha2.70ERA 
and nine complete games. 
Welch has a 3.04 ERA and, in 
216 1/3 innings, has walked only 72 
batters. 
The sports editors make their 
World Series picks 
On defense, New York is solid 
up the middle, with Howard John-
son making the adjustment from 
third base to shonstop to replace 
the injured Kevin Elster,and Gregg 
Jefferies moving from second to 
third. 
Their fifth starter, Scott 
Sanderson, acquired from the Cubs 
in the off season, is 16-9 with a 3 .66 
ERA. Sanderson could be a number 
one or two starter on many other 
major league ball clubs. 
h~d from again. 
Although Chicago has assured 
itself of winning the season series 
against Oakland, the A's magic 
number is only 7. 
AL East Dennis Eckersley is 4-2 with a 0.68 ERA and 43 saves in 66 l/3 
innings and has struck out 64. In the American League East, it 
Eckersley gave up two home runs looks like the Boston Red Sox are 
and has only walked four. going to stick with their traditional 
Oakland and the Mets boast the end of the season, fold and blow 
best pitching staffs in baseball. another one. 
On the offensive side, the Bash The Red Sox have fallen from 
Brothers, Mark McGwire, Jose five games up to being tied for first 
Canseco and Ricky Henderson, are with the Toronto Blue Jays. 
in full swing. Toronto just picked up left-
McGwirehas 37 horneruns, 103 handed starter Bud Black from the 
RBI, and a .493 slugging percent- Cleveland Indians to improve their 
age. already superb pitching staff. 
- Henderson is leading the league Black joins Dave -Stieb to 
in batting, stolen bases, on base lead the Toronto staff with a record 
average and runs scored. of 18-6 and an earned run average 
Henderson has hit 26 round of 2.93. 
uippern and has swiped 60 bases FredMcGriffisleadingToronto 
and is among the league Jeaders in with a 305 balling average, a .556 
alks ·m 88 sluggingpercentage,85runsscored W ,WJ • _ 
Canseco has hit 37 home runs and 34 home runs. 
even though he missed part of the_ Kelly Gruber has driven in 106 
season due to a bulging disk in his Blue Jay runners and has hit 28 
back. roundtrippers. . . 
TheoneproblernCansecohasis Mookie Wilson, an ex-Met, is 
his high number of strikeouts, 150 also contributing to the Toronto 
to date. drive. Batting .271, Wilson has 
As if there was any doubt about scored 74runsandhas 141 hits and 
Oakland's chances for pennant and 34 doubles. 
world series victories, they have Boston's Roger Clemens, the 
added veterans Harold Baines and woikhorseoftheteam,hasbeenout 
Willie McGee to the club in the past of commission since Sept 4. with 
two weeks. tendinitis in his right shoulder. 
The only other team not yet Clemen~, scheduled t? start 
eliminated in the West is the Chi- SundayagamsttheYankeesmNew 
cago White Sox. - York,~ pitched four 5!1utouts ~d 
Although no White Sox player ~ven ~plere ~es m _222.1 m-
ean boast of putting up amazing nmgs. His ~rd IS 20-6 and he has 
numbers this season they have had a 1.98 ERA m 30 starts. 
a dream 1990 ~n as a team. Without Clemens for any ex-
Unfortunately, they will probably tended period, the Red Sox would 
fall just short of capturing the pen- not even have had the chance to 
nant. blow their lead. 
Usingacombinationofveterans Comp~nting Clemens in the 
and younger players Carlton Fisk bulJpen 1s ace Jeff Reardon. 
Ivan Calderon, a bullpen by com: Reardon, on '!'e disabled list since 
mittee and the ann of right handed back surgery m June, has 18 saves, 
ace Bobby Thigpen, the White Sox "!ore. than the rest. of the Boston 
have given Oakland a nm for their pitching staff c~bmed. 
money for most of the season. Wade B~s, 1~ the post-Margo 
Thigpen has shattered the major ~s et3: IS leading the Red Sox 
league record for saves with 51 in with~ batting ~verag~ of .311. 
80 2/3 innings so far this season. Ellis Burks-~ batting_ .301 and 
He is 4-6 with a 2 01 ERA has leads the team m RBI, with 84 and 
struck out 86 batters ~d lealh the in home rum with 19. . 
league in appearances with 70. _Catcher Tony Pena brings an 
Leading the offense, Fisk is a~tude_ to Boston that could pos-
batting .291 with 17 home runs, but s1~ly give_ them ~-extra some-
has only 58 RBI. Ondefense,Fisk thing to wm the div~on. 
has committed only four e.rrors in The only other thmg that may 
122 games. sa~e the_Red Sox an~ pro~ide them 
Following FJSk is Dan Pasqua, withtheir~miracle1Sthe~act 
who is batting .286 with a slugging that Toronto _is the rerun chasing 
J.)el'Centage of .520, and a bunch of them. . 
no-nameswhoprobablywillnotbe Even 1f Boston does _hold off 
Toronto, and make it to the Ameri-
can League Playoffs, what would 
be their chance against Oakland? 
Be realistic. 
National 
League 
In the National League, both di-
vision races remain tight, with three 
teams in each division vying for the 
lop spoL 
NL West 
Over on the West Coast, the 
Cincinnati Reds are 4 1(2. 
Lou Pinena has Cincinnati 
looking like World Series-contend-
ers. 
The Reds boast a lineup that 
includes heavy hitters Bilf Doran. 
Chris Sabo, Barry Larkin and Eric 
Davis. 
Doran leads the Reds·in batting, 
with a .311 average. Sabo leads tbe 
team in home runs, wilh 24, and 
runs scored, with 90. · 
Larkin is -the speedster on the 
team;_leading Cine~ in stolen 
bases with 27. Davis'leads the team 
in RBI, 76, and has hit 21 home 
runs. 
Cincinnati also has four quality 
starters in Jose Rijo, Tom Brown-
ing, Norm Charlton and Jack 
Armtrong. 
Coming out of the bullpen are 
Ron Dibble and Randy Myers, an-
other ex-MeL Myers, throwing 
nothing but left-handed heat, has 
29 saves and Dibble has 10. 
The Dodgers have really snuck 
up on people, as they are currently 
(Wednesday) only 4.5 games be-
hind the Reds. Los Angeles seemed 
to be out of the race early, when ace 
and ex-Cy Young Award winner 
Orel Hershiserwas lost in April due 
to ann surgery. 
Ex-Oriole first baseman Eddie 
Mwray leads L.A. in balling aver-
age, hits, nms scored. total bases, 
RBIs, and walks. 
Kai Daniels ha<i been _a pleasant 
swprise, slamming a team-high 26 
home runs and knocking in 85. 
Hubie Brooks, acquired from 
Montreal over the winter as a free 
agentlm 19homersand25doubles. 
Vete~ Mike Sciascia ~ Rick 
Dempsey ,aswelladonnerDetroit 
Tiger Kmc. Gibson provide leader-
ship for the younger players. 
· ThenewaceoftheSlaffisRamon 
Martinez, whohascompliedan 18-
6 record with a low·.3.08 ERA. 
Other starters include longtime 
lefty Fernando Valenzuela, who has 
13 wins, and righthanders Mike 
Morgan (10 wins) and Tim Belcher 
(DL). 
Injuries have played a big role 
for the Dodgers, as they lost 
Hershiser, Gibson, Belcher, and 
Mickey Hatcher for all or most of 
the season. · 
Closer Jay Howell, another in-
jured pitcher, has managed to com-
pile 16savesanda2.07ERA.f',lewly 
acquired Dennis Cook should settle 
in nicely in L.A. as a sJarter. 
Even if the Dodgers can't pull 
off the division, manager Tommy 
Lasorda has toreceivealotof credit 
He expertly guided the ·team to a 
surprise season, and further proved 
that he's the best active manager in 
the National League. (Whitey 
Herzog retired) 
NL East 
ltseemsfikenoonewantstow1n 
this division's.regular season title.-
What looked like a tw~lub 
race between the New York Mets 
and lhe Pittsburgh Pirates, is turn-
ing into a three-way chase for the 
pennanL . : . -. . 
The Montteal Expos are Qflly 4 
1/2 games belund- the .division· 
leading Pirates and may be on their 
way up. 
The offense is lead by-Andres 
Galanaga, Delino DeShields, Otis 
Nixon, and Tim Wallach. 
DeShields leads the team in bat-
ting with a .301 average. 
Wallach and Galarrage are tied 
for the team lead in home runs with 
19. Nixon _and Gal~ are the 
speedsters on the club, with 45 and 
43 stolen bases ~lively. · 
The pitching staff. consists of a 
compatible mix of rookies and vet-
erans. 
Veteran Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd 
and rookie Bill Sampen lead the 
starters with records of 10-5 and 
11-6. 
RelieverTirn Burke has recorded 
19 saves with a 2.90 ERA so far this 
The acquisition of second 
baseman Tom Herr and the consis-
tent play of Dave Magadan at first 
and Mackey Sasser at catcher, 
rounds out the infield. 
Magadan, is third in the race for 
the batting title, with a batting aver-
age of .323. 
Sasserisbatting.308witha.431 
slugging percentage. 
Johnson, has 21 home runs, 84 
RBI and 29 stOlen bases. 
In the outfield, Daryl Boston, 
Darryl Strawberry and Kevin 
McReynoldshaveaccountedfor66 
of the team's home runs. 
Strawberiy leads the team in 
home runs with 34 and in RBI with 
Wi.McReynoldshas22homeruns 
and 78 RBI. 
Christa's World Series 
pick: 
The New-York-Mets over the 
Oakland A's in seven. 
_ O~viously ! Boston will fold and 
won't even make it to the American 
League Playoffs. No matter who 
wi~ the American League East, 
the A's will play in the World Se-
ries. 
Willie's World Series 
pick: 
The Oakland A's over the 
Cincinnati Reds in six. 
Sorry Christa, but you've got it 
only half righL You picked the AL 
participant correctly, yet your NL 
squad was weak. The Mets won't 
even win their division, much less 
contend for the Series. 
C'mcinnati will take on Pitts-
burgh in the NLCS, with the Reds 
winning in seven tight games. Eric 
Davis and Barry Larkin will lead 
with the bat. whileJack Armstrong 
seasoThn.Pi burgh n:...: _ • and Tom Browning will pitch over 
. e tts cudtesarechng- their heads. 
mgtoa 1{2gameteadovertheNew · · Unfortunately, it won't be 
York Me_ts. . enough; as Oakland will smash 
The Pirates have been throwing Toronto in theALCS for the second 
away chances to_ pull ahead of ev- year in a row. The reason? Rickey 
erybody else all seasoo. Henderson: See last year's playoff 
Unfonunately,theMetshavenot highlights for further enjoyment 
b~en ab!e to capitalize __ on Yes, he is cocky. But he has the 
Pittsburgh sbotched ~mbes. total package: speed, power, and 
Barry Bonds, Bopby Bonilla, ann. 
Wally ~. another ex·~et. Canseco~ got for 18 like he 
and Andy Va_n Slyke lead the Pius- did in lhe 1988 Series against the 
burgh offeDSJve attack. ;Dodgers. It won't matter. With Bob 
Doug Drabek an(! Neal Heaton WeJchandDaveStewartastheone 
~ead the pitching staff. Drabek is and two swters The Athletics will 
lied for the league lead in wins with win theirsecon,iconsecutive World 
19
- Series title. And don't forget this 
The Mets, taking a superior Christa: the A:.s got McGee and 
pitchingstaffandsoliddefenseinto Baines ·as insurance for the play-
late season play, have the best 2!Tu. 
chances for winning the division. Enough Said. 
SeptEmber-20, 1990 
ITHACAN/ Sharon Perks 
Ithaca's Amy carpenter battles with a Rochester defender. 
Field hockey wins big, 5-0 
By Bethany Nugent 
The Ithaca College women's 
field hockey team followed up their 
win over Lock Haven with a vic-
tory against the Rochester Yellow 
Jackets. The Bombers' second win 
came on Tuesday as Ithaca topped 
Rochester 5-0. 
Freshman Kim Dodge started 
the scoring halfway into the period 
with her first goal of the year. Ten 
minutes later, Rachael Greener 
converted a pass from Amy Car-
penter as the Bombers kept the ball 
on their offensive end of the field. 
Five minutes before the buzzer, 
senior Molly Melchoir capitalized 
ona penalty comer pass from Kerry 
Sullivan to put the Bombers up 3-0 
at the half. 
Sue Beooer scored on a pass 
from MitziJacqu~ six minutes into 
the second half as Ithaca continued 
to dominate. Jen Allen became 
Ithaca's fifth scorer with an 
unassisted goal with five minutes 
remaining in the game. 
Ithaca had command through-
out the game with 38 shots against 
the Yellow Jackets. Dodge and 
Greener were acknowledged as 
outstanding offensive players and 
each received a game ball. Goalie 
Wynne Lobel turned away 
Rochester's only shot to record her 
fourth shut-out "This is the first 
game we've dominated offen-
sively," Coach Kostrinsky com-
mented, "That's a reflection that 
the team is improving." 
The Bombers take their 4-1 
record to Kutztown this weekend 
before hosting crosstown rival 
Cornell on Tuesday at 4:00. 
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Women's socceir wins Mary 
Washington Touurnamenrt: 
Bombers beat host and Virginia Wesleyan 
By Michelle Ashmore 
The Ithaca College women's 
soccer team proved this weekend 
that they will be competitive no 
matter where they play. 
The Bombers played this past 
weekend in the Mary Washington 
Tournament in Fred., Va. Four 
teams: Ithaca College, Mary 
Washington, Virginia Wesleyan, 
and George Washington Univer-
sity competed in two days of 
matches. 
Head coach PatFarrnersaid that, 
"It was good to get out of the region 
to play." 
Both days of competition were 
beautiful. Temperatures of 85 and 
78 degrees created ideal playing 
conditions, which theBomberstook 
full advantage of. 
During Saturday's game, the 
Bombers defeated Mary Washing-
ton 2-0. Mary Washington was 
ranked 17th in the country and was 
the nwnber two team in the south 
going into the game. 
Midway through the first half, 
sophomore forward Ashley Ryder 
received a crossed ball and popped 
it over the Mary Washington 
goalkeeper's head to put the Born h-
ers ahead 1-0. 
Farmer described it as "a very 
athletic goal in which Ashley had to 
get off the ground to get it into the 
net." 
The second goal of the game 
cametwominuteslatcrwithapower 
shot from about 12 yards out by 
sophomore Cathy Moss. Moss' goal 
was the first in her Ithaca College 
career. 
According to Farmer, "It was a 
well taken goal into the roof of the 
net." 
Mary Washington had a good 
chance to score late in the second 
half. A crossed ball was sent into 
the penalty box. Goalkeeper Beth 
Howlandcameoutand punched the 
ball over the defender and on-
coming forward. 
Howland claimed her second 
shutout of the year. 
Going into Sunday's game 
against the Bombers, Virginia 
Wesleyan was ranked fourth in the 
South. Because of their loss to the 
Bombers, they are no longer ranked. 
Ithaca played strong defense 
throughout the first half, thwarting 
any attempts Virginia Wesleyan had 
to score. 
Halfway through the second half, 
Ryder served the ball across to Lise 
Moore who had been making a run 
to the far post. Moore tucked the 
ball away into the comer, clinching 
the victory for the Bombers. 
The second goal came from the 
foot of freshman halfback Meghan 
Collins. 
Junior Amy Boyle made a 40 
yard run, beating several Virginia 
Wesleyan defenders and then passed 
the ball off to Collins about 25 
yards away from the goal. Collins 
lifted the ball over the goalkeepers' 
head to make the final score 2-0. 
The Bombers had two other close 
shots in the second half. Senior 
captain Tracy Coomber kicked a 
shot that bounced off the crossbar. 
Boyle also had a breakaway at-
tempt that she was not able to 
complete. 
Goalkeeper Beth Greco claimed 
the shutout, which was her second 
of the season. 
Due to an injury of a defender, 
IC had to play one player down for 
the last 15 rninures of the game. 
There is an NCAA rule that states 
that players can only enter the game 
once each half. Farmer said, 
"The women played very well, and 
really hard despite being down and 
having many calls against us." 
Ithaca played very strong defellS6-
during both games. The midfielders 
and forwards played "fairly well" 
according to Farmer. "They had 
their ups and downs through the 
games." 
The final results of the tourna-
ment were Ithaca College first with 
two wins and no losses, George 
Washington University second with 
one win and one tie, Mary Wash-
ington third with one tie and one 
loss, and Virginia Wesleyan fourth 
with two losses. 
OPEN BUDGET 
MEETING Coming September 30: Mark and Jeff 
Wednesday, 
September 26 
CAMPUS COMMUNITY 
INVITED 
3:00PM ~ 5:00PM 
EMERSON 
SUITE·C 
This is YOUR 
opportunity to raise 
questions and make 
suggestions on the 
preparation of the 
1991-92 Budgeto 
I) 
Polcnl Po1ab/cs 
11 2 N. Aurora St. 
Sunday: Plums· Mug Night 
Bring In 14oz Plums' Mug and enjoy discounted 
Coorsand Coors Light Drafts 
0 Mugs ml'Jy be purchased for S l at any time 
Monday Night football Specia~ 
Bucket of Rocks -- Bottles of Rolling Rocks served 
iced down in your own personal bucket 
Hot Dogs 25 cents 
Wings 15 cents each 
Tuesday: 1B Q./l liil • ~ @ !lb U 
Bud . 
Bud Light 
Bud Dry 
At discount prices 
Wednesday : Shot Night 
Absolut, Southern Comfort, Jack Daniels 
Served to Your Liking at discount prices 
Thursday: Import ']\/Jglit 
Canada's Best 
Molson Golden, Light or Dry 
Your choice at discount prices 
Proper I.D. Required 
Please Don't Drink and Drive 
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-rd 11e,rerJ1a,re belie,red tl1at 011e little co111puter cotlld 111ake 
. such an incredible difference in my academic and working life. 
' 
Miriam Stoll 
8.A. History, Dartmouth College 
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business 
JI became a Macintosh convert in business school. 
't\t our computer lab rd always find lines of 
people waiting to use the Macintosh computers, 
while other computers just sat there. So I had 
a choice: wait for a Macintosh, or come back at 
6 AM. to grab one before they'd all be taken. 
'After business scho,ol,I took a job ata l_arge _ 
bank and used my·Macirttosh for producing every-
thing from spreadsheets to' a company· rie-wsletter. 
·: .. . . "Today I use-i\1acintosh to he~p me ruh 
~ .. ~,r, •• • zi-..•\ "•"'"' ~:. •c",·,,' ·--,• • •' ~ • '·,~ ...._, .... ,-::j~\ ul firrnWh 
---~-\--;· -._: -t/?--t/%/:.: -l-t:,v_,=~-.,.::::- .-.·/t:-~:/-. _:_'\t:y.-.1y:,_t;f;.:;:. myownmanagementcons ·ting en 
,,, i~l 't :f Jf lf 1\;;:c,;5Jt~{?t() Jjtf~;\;~:, I gi~e a pr~ni~tion, I~--~-~ peq)1~s 
- -.~!,~~~-- ·-: :- __ · .,,;--._ ·-._ _ _<-. :-/·'..l _ ·:: .. ::'r-·: -.- . , · .. ,.',f;--;c-:::::;·~,~ .;-:.>:·;.~-:/ '{!- _fa~es that they re really lillpressed. And 
, '}~\'. /' J:' ·.· ~;(,;.);']j['; , _,}--~' 'f r_:::-J~}ri. tha~ m~ me feel grea~ . , 
.. -~:· .-·-::·,~r.- _: ·; .-·:-· · ,.\::-~- ::;··f-~--,_,_~,:,.-. ·--::::·-~: . . ·,=·" ::<-,: . .-/t: _: :_:-,:,:; Someumes I take Fnday off, put 
~1~;".(~}/:~;{-·:./\ .. ··_,Y:~1t :{jr~tl:~ft:]94;'.~· :,1) ;;r{../?}5. ·ffi\T Macintosh and skis in the car, and 
.rf.!'"" """1, • ..:.-t .:.,, ·.~--..:i • .a•l,.-..A,-'lH .~ • •,' .. • •:..:-• -1 •,:;:..(,- .:•;,• • "• •J,~ .. -~.:~~lj\\">'• •• ~'•,,' ,, · .. ~, ~~f ,_, ,._f • '] ' • 
'·"'"~r;~.. ·,>..;~(-:'. •. \~r;~t-... :~~-\.\ .,,.. ·-- ._ .. Jf::f :;<;_,.·;,,<\;--;" :· -~_;-< :1;t-; ,z:--,-:-,r,:-:::._·<. -:·:: .. ,; head for the mountains I sl<l davs 
~x.~~1jg;;~t .. /\.;.~r.)·~ I ./fi<~2 .. :~\\:·. ~~/<:_// t~:'. ~~'-\·)~,\-.. :\.-:tfll · , · · j 
:t1,.;1;~~>-'.·:---···· '''t(·:;k,. 'I.Jlt,~ ... .-,:·:, ; .. :::--·- '.-~-;:- ,:-.-· _.. '··.w' '::_;"c,·· .. ,· · ,;"<> and work rughts. Its perfect. 
"You know, I can't say where fll be 
~~fr_ ~i·f~-;~~~:~:~::~/::if~-,:_.:/:·>?_~~:-~:'.·::::tF:tt~\~~-'. in five, ten, or fifteen years, but I can say 
\l.t(llil\~h :--!. 
that mv Macintosh will be there 
J 
with 1ne~ 
Come to the MacFest! 
September 26 from 9an1. - 5pm 
In the Campu~ Center 
Ii. 
Why do people love Macintosh? 
Ask them. 
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Bomber football team prepares for 
Homecoming game against Alfred 
By Christa Anon 
Coach Jim Butterfield•s squad 
is ready to avenge last season's 17-
10 def eat at the hands of the Alfred 
Saxons. 
The Bombers first meeting with 
Alfred was in 1933. Ithaca has a 
20-10-2 record against the Saxons. 
In last year's matchup, the 
Bombers scored first, on an 11-
yard touchdown run in the first 
quarter by quarterback Todd 
Willcowski. Matt Sullivan com-
pleted the point after attempt to put 
the Bombers on top, 7-0. 
Unfonunalely for the Bombers, 
the Alfred defense kept Ithaca out 
of the end zone· for the rest of the 
game, allowing only a Bomber field 
goal in the second quarter. 
Alfred's defense caused four 
second half Bomber turnovers, in-
cluding a last minute interception 
in the Saxons territory. 
Alfred opened their scoring in 
the second quarter with a 42-yard 
field goal. Alfred rounded out their 
scoring with touchdowns in the third 
and fourth quarters. 
Leading the Bombers was full-
back Keith Molinich, with 67 yards 
on 14carries.SplitendKenHammel 
caught four passes for a total of 66 
yards. 
Leading the defense were line-
backers Dan Feldman and Mau 
Herbst, and defensive tackle Ralph 
Jones. 
The Saxons have lost only five 
starters from last season and have 
20 starters returning for the 1990 
season. 
The Bombers were ranked num-
ber five in the 1990 preseason Up-
state New York Division III poll. 
Ithaca goes into their homecom-
ing game with a 2-0 record and a 
number one ranking in the football 
poll. 
The Bombers received 10 first 
place votes. Following Ithaca is 
Cortland, Rochester, Union and 
Albany. 
Ithaca' sJeffWhittman is ranked 
second among the rushing leaders, 
with 200 yards. Wilkowski is fifth 
among the leading passers and Ken 
Hammel is sixth among the leading 
receivers. 
The Bombers defeated SUNY 
Albany, 16-6, to open their 1990 
campaign. In their second game of 
the season, Ithaca defeated St. 
Lawrence, 20-6. 
Alfred won its opener at home, 
with a 36-7 blow out of Western 
Connecticut State. The Saxons sec-
ond game was an away loss to Al-
bany, 24-8. 
In order for the Bombers to stay 
undefeated and atop the Upstate 
New York Division III Football 
Poll, they will have to contain 
Alfred's backfield of senior Adam 
Acquario and freshman fullback 
Rashaan Jordan. 
Other Alfred offense threats in-
clude senior quarterback Lance 
Locey and junior flanker Michael 
Bojdak. Butterfield says the Saxons 
run a Wing-T offense, which "isn't • 
a true option offense", but is dan-
gerous. 
He also noted that the Alfred 
defense "is extremely aggressive, 
and they like to blitz a lot They 
don't like to sit back." 
X-country sweeps Wagner Invitational 
By Rorie Pickman 
1be men's and women's cross 
country teams had another success-
ful meet this~ weekend. as both 
reams captured fust place at the 
Wagner Invilational on Staten Is-
land. 
In the men's race. senior tri-
caplain Sean Uvingston was the 
first Bombet finisher as he came in 
second place ovenll with a lime of 
25:52. 
The first place finisher, Carlos 
Martios. a Division I All-American 
from Fairleigh Dickenson Univer-
sity, crossed the tape only two 
seconds before Livingston. 
The second Bomber harrier to 
26:37. 
Mulligan was followed by se-
nior tri-captain, Mike Neilon, who 
had a time of 26:37 and came in 
seventh. 
Mario Gagliano, a seni<r tri-
caplain, came in 11th in 26:47. 
Coach Ware was especially 
pleased with the perfonnance of 
LivingstO~ 
"We ran exceptionally well as a 
team and only look ro improve and 
get better as we go," Ware said. 
The Bombers finished first in 
the meet with 42 points and were 
followed by Lafayette, 53 points 
and Glassboro, 146. 
finish was Mike Mulligan, who In the women's race, Ann 
came in fifth overall with a time of Delsignore. a sophomore, was lhe 
Find Out 
What's 
Happening 
Bombers 
Football 
~Catdiit! 
Ithaca vs Alfred 
Saturday at 8:30PM 
Sundays, 8:00 PM onl9 
Wednesdays, 9:30 PM on(O 
~ Ithaca Collcg ~ 1 Brodcasting 
ICB-TV 
LOOKING FOR coll.EGE 
ASSISfANCE? LOOK TO 
AIR FORCE ROTC. 
lenge to become a leader, graduating wi~ a co~mis-
slon as an Air Force officer - an individual with soltd man-
agement skills and an unlimited future. 
This can be your world through Air Force ROTC. 
Contact 
CAPT PETE SEFCIK 
607-255-4004 
first Bomber harrier to finish. 
Delsignore came in fifth with a time 
of 19:07. 
Following Delsignore was 
Bonnie Gleason, a senior, who 
finished in sixth place with a time 
of 19:14. 
Junior Kathy Brunken crossed 
the finish line in ninth place with 
19:19. 
Senior Mary Beth Duffy took 
tenth place with a time of 19:23. 
Tara Maguire from Wagner. took 
first place. Two runners from St 
Johns University took second and 
third. 
Maguire finished almost a full 
minute ahead of the first Bomber 
harrier and just missed breaking the 
n:cord by seven seconds. 
In the team standings, the 
Bombers took first with 43 points. 
Lafayette followed with 76 points. 
Waresaidhebelievesthe women 
ran well and are making up for not 
having a front runner by running in 
a pack. This way. the team fmishes 
the meet ahead of the schools which 
had the top three finishers. 
Samantha Liberatore, a senior 
captain, did not participate in the 
meet because of an injury and 
probably will not compete this 
weekend either. 
The women are currently ranked 
number three in the National Divi-
sion III poll and second in the state. 
The men are ranked 12th in the 
Football stays undefeated 
Continued from back page 
30, throwing four interceptions. 
The Bombers were not able to 
generate any offense in the third or 
fourth quarters, as Wittman, who 
rushed for 88 first half yards, was 
held to only eight yards gained in 
the second half. 
Standout receiver Ken Hammel 
was held to a modest four catches 
for a total of 33 yards. 
Midway through the fourth 
quarter, St Lawrence finally put 
themselves on the board with a 6-
yard touchdown run by running 
back Randy Conrad. 
The Saints attempted two point 
conversion failed as Williams in-
tercepted the pass. 
Neither team was able to score again 
and the game ended with a final 
score of20-6 in the Bombers favor. 
Overall, it was another out-
I 
standing effon by the Bomber de-
fense. They recorded six intercep-
tions, four sacks, and held St 
Lawrence to 269 total yards. An 
important difference was the time 
of possession, as Ithaca controlled 
the ball a full eleven minutes more 
than the Saints mainly due to an-
other workhorse perfonnance by 
Wittman. 
Although the Bombers have 
played solid football the past two 
games, there are two areas that need 
to be improved. 
The Bombers have committed 
19 penalties in their first two games 
and have fumbled seven times even 
though they have recovered four of 
them. 
These two facts should not be 
overemphasized becauseitismainly 
due to the lack of experience on the 
SAFE SEX 
' 
• *Are you se."{Ually active? 
, Are you protected against unplanned • 
• pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? 
I 
• •. 
• Did you know that birth control and STD screening , 
are available at the J.C. Heat/th Center and that these • 
'. services are totally confidential?? • 
Please Call For More Inf ormatron On 
Safe Sex 274-31n 
•· 
country and third in the state. 
This weekend both squads will 
compete in a dual meet with Os-
wego, SUNY Binghamton and 
LeMoyne. 
Ware said he is bringing every-
one to the meet and hopes it will be 0 
"a good meet for the younger run-
ners and a place for them to show 
what they can do." 
After this weekend's meet. the 
Bombers will travel to the Cortland 
Invitational, where Neilon believes 
his team will be able to "find out 
how good we are and where we 
really sit with the big boys." 
Ware saia, "Every meet is a 
stepping stone as the team builds up 
to run beuerat the end of the season." 
squad and both numbers should di-
minish as the season progresses. 
The rushing game was solid as 
they broke the 200 yard barrier but 
the 104 yards passing effort was 1> 
adequate at best, and if Wilkowski 
mi~s any future playing time the 
numbers might get worse. 
Ithaca's homecoming is Satur-
day against Alfred (1-1), and it is 
expected to be one of the key 
matchups of the year. 
Alfred won last years' contest 
and boasts a fonnidable running 
game led by running backs Adam 
Acquario and Rashaan Jordan. 
The Bombers' passing game will 
try to bounce back, but will have to 
deal with pre-season All-American 
linebacker John Hoosock who al-
ready has 29 tackles and five sacks 
in Alfred's first two games. 
Gun & Tackle 
504 W. State St. 
Camoflage 
pants 
$15 up 
Also up to 
54"waist 
estal?!ishcd 1954 
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Field hockey def eats Division III 
champs Lock Haven for first time 
By Bethany Nugent 
The Ithaca College Women's 
field hockey team took on Division 
III defending National Champion 
Lock Haven and came out with a 2-
0 victory last weekend. The· win 
was Ithaca's first in their fifteen 
meetings. 
"We're playing a lot better this 
year," Molly Melchoircommented, 
recallinglastyear's0-5 loss. "We're 
at a higher level and playing better 
as a team," she added. 
"They've lost six starting play-
ers; but there's no doubt they are 
, - still a top Division m team," coach 
Doris Kostrinsky commented. 
"It was a big win for us. These 
are the kinds of games we need to 
win to be considered for post-sea-
son play," she said. 
Junior Jen Allen pressured the 
goal five minutes into the game, 
rebounding her own shots. Ithaca 
was awarded a yenal~ stroke w_l!,en 
Lock Haven's goalie trapped the 
ball. Allen put tlle stroke into the 
cage for the only goal the Bombers 
would need. 
Senior Molly Melchoir drilled 
in an insurance goal on a penalty 
comer~ from Keay Sullivan to 
put Ithaca up 2--0 ten minutes into 
the first period. 
The score remained unchanged 
as each team saw offensive and 
defensive action. Slippery condi-
(, · lions from earlier rain challenged 
both teams,buttheBombersadapted 
well and played a fast, aggressive 
.. _ game, beating Lock Haven to the 
ball. 
Ithaca's coaches were enthusi-
astic about the team's performance. 
"The forwards moved very well. 
They made Lock Haven's defense 
work," Koslrinsky and assistant 
'coach Golden commented. 
ITHACAN/Tom Arundel 
Hhaca'a Jen Allen squares off against a Lock Haven opponent The Bombers defeated Lock Haven for the first time ever, 2-0. 
"Every player on the forward 
line posed a threat. Jen Allen did 
very well," they said. " T h e 
links played steady. Wynne (Lobel) 
was also very steady in the goal. 
We were very tough defensively," 
Kostrinsky and Golden said. 
Ithaca fired 29 shots on the Lady 
Eagle's cage while Lock Haven, 
who spent seven years in Division I 
before moving to Division Ill last 
year, was held to 14 shots. 
Melchoir, Sullivan, Allen and 
junior Rachael Greener all shared 
outstanding offensive player rec-
ognition. 
Allen received the game ball for 
her efforts. Lobel, who had 12 
saves to post her third shut-out, 
earned outstanding defensive hon-
ors. 
"We have a lot of respect for 
them," Kostrinsky said. "They have 
a program of great tradition and it 
(beating them) gives us 
respectibility." 
"We've gotten more crowd sup-
pon at home games," Kostrinsky 
noted of the 60-plus fans on Satur-
day, "There's no doubt that ~ey 
motivate the team." 
"Our goal for the season is to not 
Jose two in a row," Koslrinsky said 
after the Bombers' loss in the previ-
ous game. 
"In the three years I've been 
playing, lhis is definitely the most 
exciting win," Melchoir noted. 
Bombers ranked # 1 in Upstate Poll 
Football defense shines in 20-6 victory over St. Lawrence 
By Brian Lustig 
The Bombers needed only 10 
,minutes out of the regulation 60 to 
dominate the SL Lawrence Saints 
, Saturday, 20-6. 
The Bombers deh.ated St. 
Lawrence for the seventh consecu-
tive time. 
Thefirstquancrwasuneventful, 
.. as the Bombers three possessions 
ended with two punts and an inter-
·ception. However,. fonunately for 
, llhaca, the defense would not yield 
as they continued to hound the op-
posing quarterbacks. 
While the opening quarter ended 
~ n a stalemate, the second quarter 
,roved to be the turning point of the 
~e. 
Ithaca's opening drive stalled 
Nith Wilkowski throwing his sec-
:md interception of the game. SL 
- · Lawrence took over at the Ithaca 
23-yardlincandeventuallypounded 
down to the Bomber 4. 
SL Lawrence received a break 
when running back Mike Aubel 
recovered his own fumble, but were 
not as fortunate the following play. 
Ithaca's sophomore linebacker 
Billie Mays Jr. intercepted Saints 
quarterback Chris Phelps's at-
tempted pass and coasted 96 yards 
down the sideline fer the touch-
down. Coach Jim Butterfield said, 
"The SL Lawrence quaterback 
[Phelps] was under intense pressure 
from our defense. He threw a terrible 
pass as he was falling down. Bill 
was in the right place at the right 
time." 
Mau Sullivan's extra point was 
blocked, keeping the score at 6-0. 
Ithaca got the ball back a minute 
and a half later and Wilkowski and 
sophomore running back Jeff 
Wittman drove Bomber the offense 
down to the SL Lawrence 4-yard 
line. 
At that point, Witkowski (40 
yards rushing, 66 yards passing) 
took to the air and lofted a pass to 
junior wide receiver Nick Ismail off 
(5 receptions for 39 yards) for the 
touchdown. 
Upping the score ro 13-0 the 
Bomberdefensewenttoworkagain. 
Bomber outside linebacker 
Charles Callaway grabbed an errant 
Phelps' pass after it was tipped by 
tight end Mike Smith. T h e 
Bombers efficiently worked the 
clock as Wiuman (88 first half yards) 
and Sidle (36 yards) pounded away 
down to the Saints' 9-yard line. 
To cap the drive, Wilkowski 
engineered a masterful play fake, 
freezingSLLawrence'scomerbacks 
and threw a touchdown to tight end 
Jim Pino. 
Sullivan added lhe extra paint 
and the half ended with the Bomb-
ers owning a convincing 20-0 lead. 
Ithaca opened lhe second half 
with a pair of short, ineffective 
drives. 
The second drive ended as the 
snap to punter Joe Williams saiied 
over his head and the Saints recov-
ered. 
But St. Lawrence could do 
nothing with it as the backup quar-
terback took over for the inconsis-
tent Phelps (28 tora.l yards, 2 inter-
ceptions): 
Co- captain Chris Colloca and 
free safety Williams continued to 
stop the opposition as they combined 
for20 tackles, one interception, and 
one sack. 
Wilh the third quarter winding 
down, Wilkowski was sacked by 
St. Lawrence linebacker Mike 
Santagata and dislocated lhe same 
knee he injured in the first game of 
lhe season against SUNY Albany. 
This time around, the injury is 
considered more serious and tests 
are being run on Wilkowski's knee. 
But according to coach Jim 
Butterfield, Witkowski is fine, is 
expected to play, and "has been 
practicing up until Wednesday." 
In Witkowski'sabsence,reserve 
quarterback Dave Stejbach, a jun-
ior, stepped in and did a respectable 
job completing four of ten passes. 
Butterfield reiterated that "Stejbach 
will step in" on Saturday should 
Witkowski tighten up or re-injure 
hitnself. 
Unfortunately for the Saints. 
Phelps's reserves were less fortu-
nate, as they went a combined 10-
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